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By Peter J. Talbot 
The Ithaca Bombers are in 
Phoenix City, Alabama for the 
second consecutive year to play 
for the Division Three National 
Championship. They return to 
Alabama with basically the same 
credentials they had last year: 
Lambert Bowl Champions and an 
undefeated (10-0) record. 
After Josing 10-8 to Central 
of Iowa in last year's Stagg Bowl, 
Jerry Poyes told an ABC audi-
ence that they would return. 
This year's opponent is the 
Wittenberg College Tigers of 
Springfield, Ohio. · 
Two years ago Wittenberg 
won ~he first division three 
national title game by shutting 
out Juniata 41-0. This year the 
Tigers have an 11-1 record which 
includes a 14-8 victory over 
division two powerhouse 
Deleware. 
the Tigers have a total 
offense for the year of 3446 
yards, 2503 of these coming on 
the ground. However the 
Bombers have an excellant rush-
ing attack of their own, gaining a 
total of 2936 yards. The 
Bombers defensive unit this 
season ha!:> been tough against 
thl' run in holding two 1000 yard 
rushers to under 50 yards. The 
big D held Hobart's Rich Kowal-
ski to 44 yards and Widener's 
Ri,·h Long to only 30. Kowalski 
and Long finished as the number 
two and three division three 
ground gainers in the nation. · 
Ithaca and Wittenberg arc 
very similar teams both having 
(continued on page 13) 
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Administration To Communications: 
We Goo/ed; Take Him Back 
By Andy Friedman 
An assistant professor in the 
School of Communications who 
was dismissed last year has been 
reinstated on the Ithaca College 
faculty with pay, retroactive to 
Setpember 1, 1975. 
Dr. William Storrer, was 
told last December his contract 
would not be renewed for the· 
1975-76 school year. He appeal-
ed that dismissal before two 
committees in a complicated 
process that culminated Novem-
ber 13 with the Provost's deci-
sion to reinstate him at Ithaca 
College. 
Provost Frank Darrow at-
tributed his decision to "a 
breakdown in procedures" that 
had violated Dr. Storrer's rights. 
Darrow stated that due to 
the fact that people (witnesses) 
have moved or graduated, "The 
college did not and now can oot 
provide an adequate forum for 
hearing the· appeal of Dr. Stor-
rer. Since it can not, out of 
fairness and equity to him he has 
been reinstated." 
According to the faculty 
handbook, an assistant professor 
must be notified by December 15 
of his second y:ear as to· whether 
he will be granted a contract for 
the following school year. 
Communications Deiin John 
Keshishoglou and then-chairman 
of Storrer's department Lee 
McConkey both notified Storrer 
verbally and in writing in De-
cemberof1974 that he would not 
be granted another contract. 
Storrer alleged that his 
rights and academic freedom had 
been violated, and the complica: 
tions began. 
The All College Facility 
Personnel Appeals Committee· 
(ACFPAC) convened to hear the 
case. They were responsible for 
determining whether or not the 
procedures used to fire Dr. 
Storrer were proper. 
Dr. Storrer claimed they 
were not. A clause in his 
contract maintained he would 
only be re-hired if three things 
occurred: the dean, department 
chairman and Personnel Com-
mittee of the School of Comm uni-
Provost Frank Darrow 
"'· ttA Breakdown In Procedures;, 
cations would all have to come 
. forward and say ··they were 
pleased with his work an~ he 
should be granted another 
contract. 
Dean Keshishoglou and Mr-
Conkey came forward, but they 
said Storrer should not be 
rehired. The assistant professor 
maintained that because the 
Personnel Committee did not 
take a stand, his contract was 
violated. 
One source, involved in the 
entire process, said "That is 
something I never understood." 
He did not feel Storrer's case had 
a credible foundation because the 
faculty handbook explicitly says 
he is to be notified by December 
15. There are no restrictions as 
to who does it or how it is done, 
although usually it is in writing. 
The Communications Per-
sonnel Committee did not lake a 
stand, according to ACFPAC 
chairman .Jim Drake, because 
the met.hod of student evaluation 
- an important source of input -
wa~ undergoing revisions. 
Last year's Personnel Com-
mittc>e chairman Dana Ulloth 
said student evaluations were 
being challenged on their ·effec-
tiveness. "Is the student pre-
parPd to make an evaluation 
whill' taking the course?" he 
askl'd, then gave examples of 
studl·nls who hated classes while 
they wNe taking them but two 
years later have realized how 
great and important they really 
wen•. 
While his ca~e was being 
continued on page six 
Henderson Submitts lRep@If~ 
On·Pers·onnei Problem§ 
By Paul Stern personnel in a warm and helpful noted, "Many expressed fear of 
manner." reprisal if they exercised their 
R. J. Henderson, called in The report, which was writ- grievance procedure as estab-
by President James Whalen to ten on November 10, after lished in the Staff Handbook." 
make an objective evaluation of Patrick Arthur resigned as di- The summary never refer-
the personnel problems at Ithaca rector of personnel services, did red, directly or indirectly to 
,College, has stated that "the root not mention Arthur by namP at Chris Brown or Eleanor Whitted, 
of the current dissatisfaction is a any point. who were layed-off from the 
lack of trust and confidence in Henderson had mentioned Personnel Office in October, 
the personnel programs and the when he was on campus that the igniting the entire issue. 
people administering those recommendation by staff person- The report, however, speci-
programs." nel that a new director of fically addressed this point. 
Henderson said in his five personnel he hired was made by "The intensity of this movement 
page report to the president that several different people. seemed to be heightened by the 
he ."had interviews with approx- termination of two employees in 
imately 20 supervisory personnel Inconsistencies the Personnel Office," Hender: 
including all the vice presidents. son observed. 
I. talked with,-approximately 60 In his report, Henderson In pointing out more pro-
staff personnel...! also met with noted that the inconsistent car- hlems, Henderson, who is cur-
the officers and representitives rying-out of personnel rules and rentl;y the Vice President for 
of Sfaff Council." Henderson had regulations on campus was a Business and Finance at ,Agnes 
spent three days on c_ampus in major point of concern. Scott College in Atlanta Georgia, 
early November. spoke of the inadequacy of the 
"Among administrative, su- "Perhaps the most frequent maintanei:ice of personnel re-
pervis~ry and· staf_f personnel theme voiced by staff personnel cords, the role of s1;1pervisors in 
there is a lack. of trust in the was the desire · for lair and . interpreting personnel policies, 
Personnel Office and a lack of consistent treatment throughout and the role of Staff Council. 
respect for certain e,mployees of the campus." To the last, · the report 
that office." the report detailed. In a summary of Hender- concluded, "Staff generally have 
Henderson continued, "There is son's report prepared by the little confidence in Staff Council, 
a general feeling that certain I college administration, several and they do not recognize it ~ a 
members of the Personnel Office areas of study were outlined. 
staff hav~ _a demeaning attitutde One of -these was the grievance (continued on page 7) 
and do not reipond to staff procedures, Here the summary 
··:-.i...:1~.:~~,./~i.:.,:;., .. ~ ..-~·-'h!.:.:....i •.. 
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Stepping Up Extermination 
conege C00CIH·O:ache~:M-f Be tc,;·i~i t he'Bitti~-
By Andy Friedman 
Egbert Union was bombed 
during Thanksgiving vacation. 
Twice. 
The Union, as well as other 
parti of the campus, was bombed 
with insecticides in a strength-
ened attempt to rid the dining 
areas of cockroaches. roaches 
have surfaced in increasing num-
_bers lately, and some have found 
their way into people's food. 
The most recent reported 
incident of cockroaches in the 
food was Michelle Smith's inci-
dent,of November 13. 
Ms. Smith was working in 
check cashing, munching on a 
cheese, lettuce and tomato sand-
wich she had purchased from the 
snack bar only minutes before. 
She was reading the Ithacan 
and noticed an article about the 
Board of Health investigating 
Saga food service. She read 
where sophomore musk st ... dent 
Mary Walsh found a cockroach in 
her corned beef one night in the 
Terrace Dining Hall. 
Cockroach In Sandwich 
Perhaps with a trace of 
paranoia, Ms. Smith decided to 
check her sandwich. "There wer 
little legs hanging over" the slide 
of bread, she said. "In my next 
bite, I would have eaten it." 
'It' was a cockroach. Ms. 
Smith filed a complaint with the 
Board of Health and brought the 
san~wich t~ Bob Howland, Dir-
ector of Business Services, who 
was "surprised to see it." 
"I will not go into the snack 
bar now except to buy a soda in 
the machine," Ms. Smith said. 
She was asked what could be 
done to gain back the confidence 
of the student body and she 
suggested bombing the building 
with insecticides twice during 
the Thanksgiving break. 
Howland met with Purchas-
ing Agent Dave Lord, Saga, a 
Physical Plant representative 
fflN1~am••111w11 I I I I 
and the ACME Pest Control of 
Dryden, a privately-contracted 
exterminator. They met and 
discussed the situation. 
According to Howland, "we 
know the reasons for the pro-
blems but we've got to do 
better," ·he told the extermina-
tor, hinting that the college will 
consider switching extermina-
tors if ACME could not control 
the situation. 
AU Areas Done 
So on two different oc-
casions during vacation, "ACME 
V(ent through all the areas 
thoroughly," concentrating on 
the snack bar and the Terrace 
Dining Hall, the two areas 
Howland has received the most 
complaints about. 
. "No way is anyone defend- • 
ing the situation," Howland said. 
If, by December 15, there is "no 
perceptible improvement", the 
college will find another exter-
minator. 
ACME has been here ex-
terminating once per week now 
instead of every other week; 
costing the college an estimated 
extra $50.00 per month. 
Part of the problem, How-
land learned, was that Saga was 
spending a lot of money on bug 
bombs, the kill-em-as-you-see-
them type. In some cases these 
insecticides were not compatible 
with t h_e ones supplied· by 
ACME, and in effect neutralizing 
their efforts. 
Other Violations 
With regard to other viola-
. tions of Board of Health reports, 
Howland said those ·matters are 
in the process of being remedied. 
Some situations require roova-
tions, some are. constructural 
problems and some, like the 
condiment problem, require 
some inventive planning. 
the Board of Health sayd the 
condiments are not protected 
properly, and one suggestion 
was to dispe!lse .them through 
pUml:)s, : !!imilar: to ice . cream 
fountain 5yrup _pumps. _But one 
of the problems with this is'.that 
bleu cheese dressing. will' not. fit 
thr~ngh the apparatus. ·) 
"We will be experimentng-in 
the Union soon," said Howland,. 
with 'different ways of _serving 
dressings, relishes, etc, within 
Boai:d of Health requirements. 
Bob Howland-
, ... ,. 
[Photo by: Richard Young] 
'Tower Clu-b Opens Doors 1o IC 
Student Body On Su.ndays 
_ It is not often on campus 
that a student has a choice of 
roast prime ribs, surf and turf, 
rainbow trout or filet mignon for 
dinner. 
Beginning Sunday, January 
22, 1976, those and other choices 
become available, as the Ithaca 
College Tower Club opens its 
doors to students. 
Featuring a limited dinner 
menu of 13 entrees and two 
appetizers, the club will begin a 
"Sundays only''. program geared 
to the student body. 
Opening at 4:30 pm each 
Sunday, the club will open its 
restaurant for_ dinner until 8:30 
pm. ·The cocktail lounge will be 
open from 4:30 pm until mid-
ni ht, with two houl'.!i 19,n(l~'il}O) 
I 
~-',,_ 
set aside for cold sandwiches as 
well as drinks. 
Costs for the dinner should 
average 75 cents to one dollar 
less than the prices charged 
during the week for regular 
patrons. "Our average entree 
now is about $7.00, without the 
automatic 15 percent tax and 
seven percent ·tip," said club 
manager Fred Bennett. "With 
the newer menu (priced for 
students) the average should 
come down to about $6.25 
without the tax and tip." 
Cocktail prices now range 
from 95 cents to $1.35. Bennett 
feels these prices are fair and 
said whilf' there may be specials 
from time to time, drink prices 
will remain where they are now. 
, The Tower Club is situated 
atop the· East Tower, granting 
diner a breath-taking view of the 
surrounding countrysid~. The 
club tries to maintain, a certain 
atmosphere and as' a result there . 
will be a dr.ess code. ' ' . 
Jackets will bf' required for 
the men. although ties are 
, optional. Bennett said that the 
club does have some jackets 
available for those students hwo 
do not have one. 
ithacan inquirer llr Cindy Schwartz 
photos by Ginger Flook 
The Question: "Do you· feel that h'brary hours 
shoul<I be extended during exam week? )Jo you feel 
that the hours are adequate in general?" I There is no formal dress code for women, hut jeans are frowned upon, and shorts, while they may do wonders for the figure, ar.e not particularly wel-
come either. 
-~:.-;r::-\';":·.~-::-.:;,~\:C-----
·-' .-)· ~ -,• ., 
:\uncv REvnolds, Freshman, 
English. "I dl'finitl•ly think tht•y 
shoulrl \w t•xtt•ndl'd during W<'l'k. 
<'XJll'l'ially sim·e I'll practkally hp 
living t hl'rt'-lhen. I'm happy that 
it is opt•n )all• now." 
Alan Karag. Junior, Philosophy. 
"I think that during exam week it 
would be nice to open it· earlier 
on Sunday. I think that overall, 
it would· be nice to e%.tend the 
priveleges during the entire 
exam.week." 
Debbie Brandt, Sophomore, 
Speech Pathology. "During 
l'Xam week I think it should be 
extended because you need more 
time to study. but I think that in 
1-{l'neral. tht;hours .ire fine now." 
--r. 
J I 
,t._ 
Mark Thomases, Sophomore, 
English. "Yes, I'm happy with 
the library hours now. I think 
they should be extended during 
Pxam weeks so people have the 
optioll to slay longer." 
' ' 
Shepard· Stern, Junior, Planned 
Studies. ''I'm happy with the 
library hours because it is always 
open when i need it. It should be 
open twebty-four hours during 
t•xam week." · 
Reservations are requested, 
and will he accommodated first. 
Walk-in diners will be seated ~n 
a first-come. first-served basis. 
Reservations should be macje as. 
early in the week as· poss_ible by · · 
calling 274-3393 (x3393),--
Like any business, this 
Sunday program will be discon-
tin~ued if it does· not turn out to be 
financially successful. Bennett 
' said to make the program 
worthwhile, at least 75 diners 
will have to' take advantage of 
the club each week. 
Reasons · for the Sunday 
program are two-fold. The 
· 'success of previous special stu-
dent events held at the Tower 
Club led Bennett to believe the 
_ students might enjoy using ~he 
club on a more regular basis. · 
"It was also a sensitive 
existence ... living on 13 floors of 
_ students and not being available 
to them," noted Bennett. The 
Tow'er Club has 'been cited as the 
only college facility run with 
student'monies and not available 
for student use. 
The club will remain closed 
. , Ac· to students · during the week 
Heidi Brow~. Sopb·o~or~. Dra· counting. : '.'J. really think they - because it is primarily a patron _ 
Steve Fisher, Sophomore, Tele· ma. "Yes, I think it is important _should exte.nd · 'library hours dub. used by the faculty; staff, 
vision-Radio. "I am happy with to extend library hours parti~u~; ;d_µrjng exai:n week. The:nhou.1~ - administration and Friends -of 
the, libra~y hours in general. I larly during exam week. Library:· open the library · earlier on Ithaca Colleg~. . 
_ don t. t~mk t~ey have to be hours are inadequate in gerieralit Sundays too, you· waste Jlalf Benne~t is optimistic about 
·extended durmg ex~m week closes at:midnigtft .. w:h_ile people Sundav because it doesh't open the success of ·the -student 
because they are sufficient now.''· -0n this campus.don't.-" . · ·until l:OO," ·· program and hop~s .. people will 
~.:\I , '~ I <>1~ • ~.if" 1! ... '•:.. 1 .. -~ ~ --'• • •, •'..: • •• ,I, I' JI 
-· -·-• - · · take advantage of it. · 
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BOCAnd,Crossroads Present Mini~Conce-itt 
. . . ~ ·, ~ . . - . . -
By Fred Roker 
For the first t.ime in the 
history of Ithaca College, the 
Bureau of Concerts and the 
Crossroads Committee have 
pooled their resources to offer 
the community an evening of 
entertainment. 
'The Rowans", three broth-
ers who combine to form a 
unique musical blend of country 
and folk-rock, will appear in 
concert at the Crossroads on 
Thursday night, Dec. 11. There 
will be two shows: 8:00 pm and 
10:30 pm. Also appearing will be 
IC student Bob Krout, a folk 
singer whose progressive, folk-
rock sound has been heard in the 
Crossroads a number of times, 
before. 
Why The Merger? 
Now, why have the BOC and 
the Crossroads Committee 
merged on this event? Jim Ohm, 
Chairman of the latter group, 
explains: ' 
"We're exploring potentiali-
ties that the Crossroads has. Al 
(Metauro) and I got together and 
talked about putting on.a night-
club of show. We decided upon a 
program that would be too 
expensive for the Crossroads 
Committee but one that the 
Concert. Commission could af-
ford," 
The event was handled as if 
it was an actual concert. "The 
BOC is paying for 'The Row ans," 
" Ohm says. "They did all the 
arrangements ... and the con- -
tracts arc signed, sealed, and in 
our lhlnds." 
Alcoholic ~ttraction 
Admission is fairly reason-
able: it's free. There will be a 
cash bar, however, where wine, 
beer, and cheese and crackers 
can be purchased at Pub prices. 
With both the Crossroads 
and the Buffer Lounge areas 
being used--to be set up lik~ d 
nightclub--the seating capacity 
will hover around the 160 mark 
(for each show). Advance tickets 
arc currently available in the 
Office of Campus Activities (Eg-
bert Union). Anyone under 18 
years of age will not be admitted 
-proof of age will be required. 
Alternate Entertainment 
Ohm views next week's 
concert as an "alternate form of 
entertainment that--to my know-
ledge--has never been explored 
before ... and for a real good 
price, you can enjoy entertain-
ment that is just as good as 
Campus Plagued By Seven Burglaries 
During Than.ksgivinl{ Break 
Despite an increase in cam-
pus security during Thanksgiv-
ing vacation, seven robberies 
totalling over $3,000 in losses 
were reported. 
According to Safety Direct-
or Lou Withiam, the Garden 
Apartments appeared to be the 
main target, as five apartments 
had been burglarized. 
Withiam said the thieves 
seemed to be after stereo equip-
ment. "Except for a camera, I 
believe all of the items taken 
were stereo equipment." 
Also stolen was a tape deck 
valued at over $1,000 from a 
room in the East Tower, and a 
$1300 stereo from Terrace Six-B. 
In most cases, there was: 'no 
sign of forced entry, and With-
iam admitted the possibility of 
the burglars using keys. · The 
stereo in Terrace Six-B was 
taken "during the football game 
on Saturday, November 22t said · 
Withiam. .. 
Safety is currently involved 
in an investigation of the possi-
bility of a_ connection between 
the thefts, as the Ithaca-Cortland 
area has been hit by a rash of 
stereo equipment thefts lately. 
Withiam is hopeful that 
present leads will uncover the 
thieves and he added, "We, here 
at IC, have one of the best 
recovery rates of stolen goods in 
this area." 
PETER 
anywhere else." 
"The Rowans", who are 
similar (in style) to "The Eagles" 
and "Poco", will be the final 
program planned for the Cross-
roads this semester. However, 
there is a good chance that three 
or four nightclub type shows will 
materialize next semester. 
"The Crossroads is leaning 
to.wards a nightclub 
atmosphere," comments Ohm, 
"on some sort of regular basis 
(i.e., once a month). By no 
means, however, are we going to 
phase out the' · folk/coffeehouse 
atmo,spher:e--we're just trying 
something iiew." 
· An interesting member of 
the gorup is Peter, the oldest 
brother, who had performed 
with Seatrain in 1969 while his 
brothers Chris and Lorin were 
both involved in solo projects 
Peter's "claim to fame" is the 
song "Panama Red", which he 
wrote for "The New Riders." 
On Friday, January 16, 
1976, The Crossroads will pre-
sent "Desperado" to kick-off the 
Spring semester. 
Chapin Appearing Sahurday 
As of yesterday afternoon,. 
the Harry Chapin concert sche-
duled for Saturday night in the 
Ben Light Gym had not been 
cancelled. · 
According to SAB spo~es-
person Howard Bloom, a ticket 
count from the first two days ' 
showed over 500 tickets sold. · 
"I think we're going to do 
very well," Bloom stated. "We 
should draw at least 2500' 
people." 
Chapin's contract calls for 
him to perform two 45-minute 
sets, beginning at 8:30 p.rii. He 
will be assisted by a six man 
backup group. 
Tickets are $4.50 in advance 
and $~.:50 the day of th'e concert. 
At, 1.i1ose prices, close to 3,000 
tickets must be sold to break 
' 
even. In addition to Chapin's 
$8500 price..: ticket, there is a 
$1250 cost for lights. and sound 
and miscellaneous expenses. 
Advertising for the concert, 
which includes 154 radio spots on 
local stations as well as news-
paper ads, is being done "as if the 
concert were three weeks away. 
We're doing as rriuch advertising 
as we possibly can," said Bloom. 
LOfilN 
"The Rowans" 
CHHIS 
What's Going 01m Herre? 
Tonight at 7 pm in the Job Room of the Egbert Union the new 
It hal'a College Table Tennis Club will take shape. All interested 
'>I udents both male and female arp invit<:>d to attend. Pl<:>asc join U!'.! 
wp nl'<'rl your support! 
The Gay People's Cent<:>r holds general meetings for the gay 
<"ommunity every Thursday at 7:30 in the ("enter at 306 E. Statl' St., 
Ithaca, the public is wplcoml'. 
Pi Theta Nu, thl' l'o-ed social service fraternity, will continue 
sl'lling UNICEF Christmas greeting cards and calendars, the rest of 
this week. They an• on sale today and tomorrow in the Union lobby 
from 10 am til 3 pm. · 
The brothers and sisters of Pi Theta Nu hope that the entire IC 
community will support UNICEF to give food, medicine and 
(•ducation to the world's children. 
VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
HOME ECONOMICS CLASSES NEED: Voiunteers to help students 
with projects in sewing, cooking, family relationships, or consumer 
prohlt>ms, morning or afll'rnoon on any weekday. 
A KOREAN STUDENT NEEDS: A Korean speaking volurteer to 
help him understand his environment in an elementary school in 
downtown Ithaca. Thl' volunteer may choose any day and hour for 
tht> assistance within the school schedule. 
NURSING HOMES NEED: Volunteers to visit with individual, 
elderly residents, to assist with group recreational or crafts 
programs, or to provide short musical or slide-show entertainment. 
Late mornings, late afler,1oons, or early everning of any day can be 
arranged. 
A YOUTH RECREATIONAL CENTER NEEDS: Volunteers to 
assist a varity of programs; Horseback Riding, Bowling, Ice Skating, 
Woodworking; for youngsters between the ages of 8 and 14. 
Activities run from 3 to 5 pm on weekdays. 
This is the last issue 
of 
THEITHACAN 
til 
Janua;v 19, 1976. 
· Happy New.Year! 
!. 
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"Pardon me~ sir, but: I'm:takfug ~ consensus ~f- , 
public opinion, ancl· I'd like to know what your idea 
of a real Christmas is." · · 
Certainly. certainly. My idea .of ~ real 
Christtnas is sitting around a roaring fire at hotn~. 
singing carols, being happy and sharing love 
instead of presents. It's a time of peace, 
- forgiveness, brotherhood, understn-oooof! Watch 
where you're going, you lously little ... what were 
you saying?" 
"Do you think Christmas. has changed . over 
the-" 
"Nab." 
"You didn't let me.finish the question." 
"Don't interrupt. 'Christmas hasn't changed 
over the years. Why, even at the first Christmas, 
those three kings brought glittering, expensive 
gifts! And to a kid yet. People were starving back 
then, just like they are today, and here these 
grown-ups are bringing gold and jewels and exotic 
foods to a baby! And isn't it the same today?" 
"What I meant was-" 
"Hey, watch out, you· blasted- is that twerp 
yours, lady? You ought to keep that brat under lock 
and J:<:ey! Yeah, well, double to you, you 
bargain-basement-oooops! Oh, good. You caught it. 
It's a watch ... for my wife." 
"Er ... yes. Sir, how can you P.ossibly say 
Christmas is a time for giving love instead of 
presents when you have -enough wrapped gifts 
there to compete with Macy's store windows?" 
"The image, my good man. The image changed 
by human nature! People are greedy- they won't 
settle for love, man. Not when they can get toys or 
a new suit or a dozen of the latest alnbums. On the 
outside, a lot of people are greedy and many are 
mean. But on the inside, just about everyone's got 
a heart of gold ... and they won't settle for anything 
less than 24 karat, either, m'boy!" 
"But ... why?" 
"Near as I can tell, it had to come about with 
progress. If people weren't greedy at Christmas 
time, think of all the hundreds of thousands of 
people that would be out of their jobs, in toy 
factores, gift stores and not to mention advertising 
agencies. Besides, think of the alternative! Can you 
imagine a world where everyone tries to emulate 
Sir Wal~er Raleigh- being overly sweet, kind, 
considerate, gen~rou$, u~seHish, and -courteous-
ugh, what a miro he was! The wifote .world would · 
be one huge Boy Scout troop!" 
"How do you celebrate Christmas, sir'!" 
"Me'! I give presents. Loads and loads of 
presents!" 
"B-but what about the giving of your love'!" 
"Good heavens,'man! That went out with the 
concept of the- traditional American housewife!" 
"Hmm. Well, thank you for your opinions. May 
I quote you'!" 
"Certainly. Certainly." 
"Your name, please." 
"Nicholas. S.t. Nicholas. 
From somewhere down inside us, though we 
hope not too far down, a very merry Christmas to 
all, but especially an unglittering, ur.tinsel-ly one to 
Sir Walter Raleigh. 
"We have the power to make this 
the best generation in the history 
of the world ... or to make irthe last." 
John F. Kennedy. 
Happy New Year ... 
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·Re~Evalua finQ The Credit Sys tern 
" .. ,• '. -
As an observer at the H & S 
Faculty Council meeting (Tues-
day_ night,. Nov. 11), amidst all 
.'the motions· and parliamentary 
procedures, we saw a defeat of 
the report calling for a return to 
three credit hour corses as the . 
norm. It seemed to me that some 
remarks of' Jane Kaplan were 
most appropriate for she made 
.several obervations. 
In some professional schools 
many courses are not for three 
credit hours but for less. And in 
H & S, some departments seem 
most satisfied that their four 
credit system is educationally 
valied; in some other depart-
me11ts, professors are very satis-
fied with three credit courses. 
She could not see why ·on'e group 
should try to impose its strtictute 
on all the others. - -
As I see the situation, I 
agree with h~r completely-.· If 
there are problems about 'work 
loads either for students ·or 
professors, then this should be 
faced as a work load problem. 
That problem will not be solved a 
· by change in a credits system. 
The question of "contact hours" 
is a broad one and needs much 
exploration._ It cannot be easily 
defined as the number of class 
hours one meets. And we need to 
move beyonds a simplistic "work 
load ethic" to a consideration of 
more gl;nuine educational con-
cerns. 
Perhaps the air is clearer for 
this discussion and this action. 
The Failure Of The ER.A. 
To The Editor: 
The Equal Rights Amend-
ment that failed in New York 
State as of November 4, has 
repercussions beyond its failure. 
The greatest repercussion is the 
fact that illegal methods were 
used in this town as politcal 
publicity against the bill. 
Here arc the facts: 
express personal or political 
sentiment is an infringement on 
First Amendment rights. 
2. On separate occasions 
members of the Guardians of 
American Patriotism were in-
volved in passing out antiE.R.A. 
literature. This, in itself, is also 
legal, however, the group also 
took the liberty of placing their 
leaflets on car windshields. This 
is illegal because it violates a 
1. On at least one occasion a citizen's right to accept or reject 
sound _ monitoring device was literature which may not cone.Ur 
used on a care that was already· with her/his present political and 
expressing anti-ERA sentiment. .. ethical beliefs. 
This vehicle was ·legally' exprcs- Perhaps we should reflect 
sing arrti-ERi\ ,.._ seittimetit' -'by< upon this whc!l we look at the 
placing on the roof of the car a failure of passage concerning_ this 
sign which read: ",Vote no on the bill. The bill simply asked tor 
· ERA." In effect, the sound equality of all people under the 
monitoring device was an addi- law. _We have gone beyond that; 
tional enhancement to their we do not even have equality in 
position, and according to the an election campaign in an 
1971 Supreme Court case deci- effort to pass a bill. 
sion (Kovacs vs. Cooper) any In the near future the 
sound truck device used to Omnibus Human Rights Bill will 
Prof. Knptan ;said that she did 
not feel that the present situa-
tion was anarchy. I agree. It is 
rather a kind ·of healthy plural-
ism that we may well have to live 
with and find new ways of 
resolving possible conflicts. The 
proposal gave only a rationale for 
a three credit system. What is 
nedded- is a series of rationales: 
one for 'one and two credit 
systems where many skille must 
be acquired, one for three credits 
and perhaps a more solid one 
than we have ·seen yet for the 
four credit system. The decision 
may well have paved the way for 
such rationales. 
George Clarkson 
Philosophy Dep't 
again be brought to the attention 
of the people of Ithaca. There is 
a possibility of the same type of 
illegal publicity re-occuring. All 
we ask is that people who sec or 
hear of any illegal political 
methods being used, please 
contact The Gay People's Center 
and give us as much information 
as you can, or if you prefer not to 
contact us, then contact the local 
Poljc,e .Depar,tment. 
-If you do not wish to take 
either of these actions, please 
rea!ize in your own consciousness 
that there are people whq will go 
be yon~. t_he freedoms. entitled to 
them as Citizens, to prevent 
others fr:om having the same 
free~_om 'themselves. 
Jan Carmen 
Ithaca Gay People's Center 
306 E. State St. 
Ithaca 
Inmate Wants Pen Pals 
To The Editor: 
I was wondering if you could 
place an ad for me in your 
student newspaper. You see, I 
am serving the latter part of a 
five year sentence in a New York 
State Prison. I am locked in a 
cell twenty hours a day. 
Since coming to prison, I 
have lost the few friends I had or 
corresponded with. As you may 
rl'alize, it is an extremely lonely 
l'xistenrt•. 
My main objective at this 
point is to obtain new and 
meaningful relationships through 
correspondence. 
This has been the first time 
that I have ever been in any kind 
of trouble with the law. I, 
personally, while in prison, 
through Empire ·statP College 
and other means of self study 
that ware available, have en-
deavored to further my second-
ary education. 
To summarize, let me say 
that I trust you will place a 
messag~ for me in your student 
newspaper, in the hope of 
spreading a ray of sunshine on a 
somewhat dark existence. 
Thanking you in advance, I 
r~main, 
John O. Mendez, Jr. 
1-40 HU:Q 
Box 307 
Beacon, N. Y. 12508 
ApoloQizes For Teammate 
'.fo The Editor, a team.operate, and we abide by ing this crew a good one, and a 
the department's rules and regu- good bunch of men and women 
As a member of the Ithaca lations so that we do not: get who put up a lot of their time, 
College Varsity Lightweight ourselves into hot water. But money, and effort into making 
Crew, I'd like to apologize for the some of these 'feelings· still this crew one to be reckoned 
uncalled-for attitude that was remain, and when ttfo Athletic with. · 
displayed in a letter written by Department sees m6re complain- I'm proud to be on this team, 
one of our finer women oarsmen. ing, of any sor~.- 'it doesnt help as it was crew that changed my 
.t\lthough she had extremely our situation af all. ' attitude towards Ithaca, Cllege, 
valid complaints, her attitude and as a result, I will be here for 
only served to hurt .the Ithaca ·2) It seems, to.me ·at least, my four years of undergraduate 
Crew, both men's and women's. that all ttie talk I hear about the work. '.rhe LAST thing I want to 
No one on either the men's crew is how w_e complain about see is the crew cut, or totally 
or women_'s crew has the right to getting11- shafted. We_ll, maybe ·· abaoljshed: .. simply because 
display such attitudes and com- the_se claims are valid, 'but again, 'someone did not take the.time to 
plaints, because of several im- on a public ·relations point of think things through· before 
portant reasons: · view, the crew team should play- going on a rampage. Again,/my 
Mark Arvisais, Robyn Casht011., Chris l'olter, 1) As most everyone who is these· complaints down, and be apologies. 
associated with the Ithaca Cr:ew ud f h t h b · Laurill Costa, Stevan deProsse, Ginger Fwok, - pro o w a as · een accom-
George Goodman, Diana Longo, Rich Morse, knows, there are some unplea: . plished. we have· a new boat Yours Truly, 
. John Murphy, Betsy Pritchett, Claudia Rossi, sant feeli~gs betweerrthe Athle- house, a brand new racing shell, Leigh Savoye 
C._.., S h rt Da S le Dia S . tic Department and the Ithaca four very devoted coaches who Varsity Lightweight Crew z-,u.,,y c wa z, rry ear , ne p1otta, c · th · th · · .. · k 
: ~ (!o,rey_,fa:yf.o-r, !',.a1*. .W,~~ ,i-:ari~, 'r~~r,~ ,1 f ; ·.: ; ';;; -~ : ' , __ ; .~. ,rew conc~,t~g e way--~!:}~:.:·;give, ~!1:: ~~~?thmg mto m~ .: ;_~ ~·., :i - ,. ,: ~ • 
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~e're~HavinQ A Co~certt 
Two concerts had been planned at Ithaca 
--College for the first semester aµd two concerts had 
. failed. It became increasingly obvious that the 
student body had lost all faith in the Bureau of 
Concerts. It was in this light that Bureau 
Chairman J.M. Atfault called me into his-office to 
discuss the matter. 
Atfault was a shell of his former self: pale, 
withering, and with a nervous tick in his left eye. 
The first thing he said was, "You don't mind if I 
have my boys search you, do you? Just a 
precaution, you understand ... there have been the 
threats." 
I consented and was searched and we started 
talking. ·· . 
"How are you going to restore the faith of the 
student body?" I asked. 
"We--have a plan. Our next concert (he winced 
as he said the word) is scheduled for Jan. 22, the 
weekend after we get back from Christmas 
vacation. We have a terrific lineup." 
I saw the advance publicity posters on his desk 
and gaped. 
"We are having a biggie," he said, smiling 
wanly. "Joni Mitchell, Stevie Wonder, Hall and 
Oates, The Spinners, Bruce Springsteen, Little-
feet-in-Mouth, The Osmonds, David Cassidy, Kate 
Smith, Aztec Two-Step, The Boston Pops 
Orchestra, Melissa Manchester, Elton John, The 
Who, Blood and Sweat - we couldn't get Tears -
Loggins and Messina, the Beach Boys, Leo Kottke, 
Papa John Creach, Cass Elliot, David Bowie, and in 
a special guest appearance doing his vaudeville 
routine, Barry Katcher." 
"How-?" I asked. 
"We took no chances this time," he explained. 
"We are appealing to every musical taste we could 
think of, so we boifed as many stars as we could 
for the same date. That way; we can get up to 21 
cancellations and still have a concert, so we figure 
we're more than safe. And even it everyone but 
Barry Katcher cancels, we'll still get our money 
back from the show!" 
That seemed logical enough. "But how can you 
sell tickets? People are so unimpressed with your 
track record right now, they won't buy tickets until 
· the last minute, when it's too late. Judging from 
advance ticket sales, you'd have to cancel the 
concert again anyways." 
"Not so. This time, we're offering a special 
dea. The students buy tickets, right? They buy 
them with this assurance; that if the concert is 
cancelled, they 'o/ill get their ticket money back 
plus $1.00 for their trouble." 
"My God," I exclaimed. "That's safer than 
investing in New York City bonds!" 
"I know," Atfault said sadly. "We've already 
sold two hundred tickets-to Abe Beame!'' 
"What exactly is the problem with concerts 
here'!" I queried. 
"Performers can cancel at a moment's notice, 
and there's nothing we can do about it." he 
explained. 
"But doesn't scheduling a performer for a 
concert the same night his brother is playing 
downtown have an effed on a cancellation? Doesn't 
scheduling a dual concert here when the two 
performers played downtown only three weeks 
before have an·effect on a cancellation? Doesn't 
scheduling a concert for a weekend when there are 
three other big concerts within four days of that 
same time period have an effect on a cancelfo.tion?" 
"I suppose it might," Atfault mused. "But 
anybody who pulled off those scheduling blunders 
would obviously be totally incompetent and would 
have no business running a Concert Bureau. Why? 
Do you know of a school where that happened?" 
"Well, as long as you asked ... " 
"W_ould you like to buy a· ticket for our gala 
concertr' 
''I'm afraid I·can't. That's the night Bob Dylan 
is giving a concert at Cornell ... " 
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Once More On An I.C. Union 
As one of the untutored· who refrained from 
marking my ballot of October 23 as to why we had 
rejected the previous offer sic l) money proposed. 
2) union security clause (definition CLOSED SHOP 
· JOIN THE UNION OR LOSE YOUR JOB). 
All ballots are supposed to be secret. My 
reasons and how I vote are my own business. Mr. 
Lia had just finished telling us that he knew what 
we wanted and disagreed with l.C. administration 
that anybody would vote against a proposal that 
contained a "closed shop" clause. Why didn't the 
Local 603 try to find out our reasons for signing a 
decertification petition about two months before 
Mr. Arthur came to Ithaca College? If more than a 
third of your members are discontented, you don't 
put them down. You work on the problems. 
In all fairness to Clyde Teeter, he refrains 
from mentioning the references to cheap, stupid, 
dumb and other derogatory remarks which were 
addressed to those who disagree with the union. 
This in my opinion is very doncusive to converting 
a non-believer to your side. 
employement here I was told what my rate of pay 
would be. It was two-thirds of what I had earned in 
my previous position in New Jersey. I accepted the 
position as the fringe benefits more than 
compensated for the difference. When you have 
worked in contracting fields where they are no paid 
holidays, vacation, or health insurance, the 
benefits are money in your pocket because you 
don't have to pay for them yourself. BENEFITS 
DO PUT BREAD ON THE TABLE. 
At no time since I started working here in 1969 
.have I heard of anyone who wished to quit and go to 
any other place of employment being stopped from 
doing so--unless they were not capable of holding a 
job elsewhere. 
I agree with Mr. Teeter about College morale 
being so low. For the last two years, I have felt 
very dissident about being forced to belong to an 
organization to hold my job. If I am capable of 
doing the tasks assigned to me, why should I be 
fired for not wanting to belong to a unit that has 
lost me benefits. Under the union contract of 1973 
we lost clothing and tool benefits we had 
previously. A good union gains benefits. As for craftsmen, I have served a G.I. 
apprenticeship (5 years) started in 1948 which 
included night school under union tutelage and My morale was much lower th~n most of the 
completed same along with union apprentices. · people of Ithaca COilege when I was m New Jersey 
in 1968. I quit my job, sold my house and moved to 
this area. If you· believe you are a skilled person 
and have the guts to make the move, you can do it, 
even in this competitive world that Mr. Teeter 
reminds us we are living in. It's a free country and 
the alternatives are open to those who are 
unhappy. 
I have also passed by Master Plumber's Exams 
in different towns in New Jersey and have my 
licenses to document my statements! How many of 
the 22 "skilled craftsmen" w, o went on picket can 
produce similar documents or any document of a 
similar nature. 
As to Ithaca College wages, when I entered Hugh Barbour 
Physical Plant 
I.C. Christmas Shopping 
I got a note the other day from Ithaca College 
Bookstore manager Ann A. Dollarmore, who very 
happily told me of her newest gimmick in 
Christmas gifts; presents specially designed for 
Ithaca College. She listed a few of the dolls and 
games she had ordered and I feel obligated to share 
some of them with you: 
First on her list was The Registration Game. 
It was described as a game up to 5,000 can play. To 
start each player draws six cards. The players 
then advance around the Board, in single file, 
landing C\n spaces marked "Deans Office", 
"Advisors Office", "Professor" or "Chance". If you 
land on "Chance" you must take a "Chance" card. 
"Chance" cards include; "Sorry, out to lunch, comer 
back next week", "Requirements'!, they're -in the 
catalog", or "Lose your cards, go back to Go". The 
first ten people to go around the board successfully 
wins. Everyone else loses. 
Another game was The Communications 
Game. A game anyone with connections in the 
industry can play. To begin, everyone must 
identify what his father owns. The object of. the 
game is to get buddy-buddy with as many father's 
sons who can help you. Plastic, toy people included. 
The Student Congress Game. Game 20-40 can 
play. Each person gets a miniature model of a 
famous Senator. In turn, each player picks a card 
telling what important piece of legislation should be 
passed. Then every player pulls a string on the 
back of his Senator model. The player whose 
Senator puts his foot in his mouth last is the 
winner. Forty Senator models and three 
legislation cards included. 
The J.A.P. J.A.P. Game. Includes one clear 
female doll, with seventeen wardrobe changes and 
jewelry to match. Also six male dolls. In tum the 
male dolls move around the board closer to tlie 
female doll. Advances are made by having the 
most money in.your pocket. The male doll with the 
fastest car usually wins. 
Ms. Dollarmore also wrote that she had also 
ordered several different Ithaca College related 
dolls. My favorites were: 
The Al Metauro Doll: Pull its string and it 
repeats, seven times, "It's not our fault, it's not our 
fault." · 
The Jim Szczerba Doll: Pull it's string and it 
picks you up and throws you across the. room. 
The Paul Farinella Doll: Pull it's string and 
your tuition goes up. 
The SAGA Doll: Pull its string and it 
throws-up on you. 
In closing, Ms. Dollarmore wrote that she got 
all hut one of the games she had ordered. "We had 
put in an order for The Bureau of Concerts Game", 
she said, "hut it seems that the shipment got 
cancelled." 
~f-~.~ 
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Give a Gift That iasts 
·Cyclamen $4.99 Champions A/~C!Jn 
Christmas Peppers$1.75 Vi~lets $1.95-6.00 
Amaryllis Bulbs $3. 75 Gluxinia Bulbs $1.69 
STOREWIDE SPECIALS EVER-Y WEEK· 
iilCHRISTMAS 
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1. Welcome b4ck from Thanksgiving. Don'.t·look· ... 
now but the semester is almost over. Decetnber · · · 
12th is the last day of classes and exam week is 
December 15-19', On ,se~nd thought maybe·.you 
better look. · · 
~ .. ·: 
...•• Storrer.:Reinstated~. ~ 
• _. '• • I ... , • : 
' ~continued from page 1l. . 
hear. by ACFPAC, Storrer also. 
went to the Academic Freedom 
Committee (an ad-hoc committee 
provided' for in the faculty · 
handbook) alleging that his aca-
munications professors were 
consulted and ·the transcripts 
were released 'as agreed. · 
' The Repor:t 
2. Your Spring 76 schedule (for those uf you who 
pre-registered) can be picked up in the Registrar's 
Office starting next Tuesday, December 9th. 
Remember NO CHANGES can be ma.de -
regardless of the reason - until Spring semester 
begins. Even if it's somebody elses fault that 
resulted in your problem. 
- demic freedom had been In a May· 28 report to the 
violated,.·' Provost, ACFPAC said they 
half months," until November 13. 
when Darrow sent Drake a letter 
stating Storrer is to be reinsta-
ted with pay; effective Septem-
ber 1, 1975. Darrow admits he 
has "no real- adequate explana-
tion for the delay.~ 
3. Evelyone that pre-registered will have the 
following option NOT to come to Registration in 
January. Send your yelloe IC student IP card 
along with full payment of your spring semester bill 
(whirh is being mailed on Derember 12) to t~e 
Bursar by January 7, 1916. Pick up your validated 
rn card in the Registrar's Office when you get back 
on Campus. Classes begin January 13th. The 
Registrar's Office will hf' open the following special 
hours for you to pi('k up your validated ID in 
January. 
Sunday. J anuar,v I l 
Monday .. January 12 
12 Noon-6 pm 
8:30 am-9:00 pm 
4. Final Fall Semester grades will he put in the 
mail on Tuesday, January 6, 1976. Please_allow a 
ft•w days for the mail to gel them to you. For your 
protection no grades will he given over the phone 
to anyone. 
;;_ Any of you that have requested transcripts to be 
sl'nt after the Fall Semester grades are posted, be 
advisPd that those transcripts will not go out until 
around January 20th. 
6. Those of you who are going to Registration must 
<;top at the Registrar's Office in January and pick 
up ,vour Registration inst~uctions BEFORE you go 
to tht• Gym. ThPy will not he sent to your dorm 
addn•ss as they werf' in the past. Students living 
off Campus who wish lo all<•nd Registration must 
pi<'k up your instruetions in lhP Registrar's Officp 
lll'for1· going to lht• (;ym. 
Storrer was thus loading his could not reach a decision and 
appeal twice; before two differ- outlined four reasons why not: 
ent committees. College attorn- 1. Keshishoglou, who was 
ey Walter Wiggins apparently Jeaching a 12 hour credit load 
S/lW nothing wrong· with that. 'that year, was judging Storrer 
On April 9·he officially advised first as a colleague, then as the 
the College, "I believ~ he can dean. They felt. ,ther~ was a 
select a hearing by both commit- possible · conflict of interests 
tees and pick the decision most there. 
favorable to him." 2. There was a possible 
The case then went before conflict of interest having Wig-
the Academic Freedom commit- gins present at: the hearing, 
tee, consisting of a tenured and a seemingly representing Keshi-
non-tenured faculty member and shoglou. Not only did it leave 
one student. . ACFPAC without counsel, but 
For the first time in college Wiggins would later ~e advising 
history, according to Dake, a the Provost ;:;:: t:!:e matter. To 
professor granted a hearing )Vas ACFPAC, it did not seem fair 
allowed to have an attorney that a private counsel would 
present to help represent his later be advising the Provost in 
case. Drake said "The Provost an official capacity. 
then mandated that (Dean) Ke- _ 3. Since a contract is a legal 
shishoglou be represented by an document, the committee felt it 
attorney as private party, repre- did not have the power to 
seating the dean's interest rath- adjudicate such matters. 
er than the college's interests. 4. Then-chairman Lee Mc-
The Provost denied this, Conkey testified before the com-
saying Wiggins was appointed as mittee that the School of Com-
college counsel "in the best munications had followed the 
interests of Ithaca College." procedures for dismissing a 
Darrow said it is Ithaca College faculty member, but unfortu-
which hires faculty members and nately they were the wrong 
not deans and department chair- procec!ures. Is there a conflict 
men, therefore it was Ithaca then, between the School of 
College involved in the trial as Communications' procedures and 
well. those in the faculty handbook 
It remains unclear why the and governance documents?. 
college attorney wasn't assigned This question has yet to be 
to ACFPAC, the college commit- answered. 
His reasoning is that when 
Storrer (in fact, all parties) 
agreed to have the witnesses 
questioned privately, he never 
intended to waive his right of 
cross-examining those witnes· 
ses, a ·right provided for in the 
Governance Document. 
In spite of the a~ment 
between Storrer and the college 
attorney that the. witnesses could 
be questioned in private, it is 
here Darrow says thatthe appeal 
process broke down and here 
that Storrer's rights were 
violated. 
Darrow's Assu~ption 
Drake contends Darrow is 
only making an assumption; 
Storrer did not bring up that 
·point outright, Darrow made it 
for him. . 
The Provost said that after 
. reviewing the evidence of ACF-
PAC and the Academic Freedom 
Committee, "he (Storrer) had 
given away a fundamental pro-
cedural right and he had not 
intended to do so." 
Darrow added 'it was "clear-
ly his decision, but made with the 
full knowledge and support of the 
President, who had also review-
ed the entire matter." 
Whalen Agrees 
tee? Darrow acknowledges the ACFP AC made no recom-
error of this action and· said it mendation and, exercising an 
will be taken into account for option given to them in the 
------------------------, future hearings. governance document, turned 
.. --~ At the hearing, the commit- the matter over to the Provost to 
Whalen corroborated this, 
saying he "had · talked with a 
number of the principals at 
length. After a thorough review, 
I advised the Provost as best I 
could. I support his decision 
completely." INSUR A 1NCE tee decided it needed more input decide. M in the form of additional com- After ACFPAC finished Storrer will be back here teachin·g next -semester arid will 
remain for at least one and a half 
years due to the stipulation of 
informing the professor on~ year 
in advance that he will not be 
rehired. 
ments from Storrer's colleagues: their procedings, the Ad Hoc 
"'YOUR.PROTECTION• Storrer and his attorney agreed Academic Freedom Committee 
OUR PROFESSION" ·to submitting a list of questions, was convened during the sum-
and to let the committee private- mer to hear tlie case: They 
S ly queStion the witnesses and finished their proceedings and BROKER later submit transcripts to both presented a report to President_ Keshishoglou, when asked 
about the matter, refused 
comment. ROBERTS. BOOTHROYD 
···········Class oi '24 
~OBERV~.~OOTHROYD 
.................... CDass ov '60 
MENRY G. C(f!YSER 
......... a ....... coass ofi '52 
WBILD.DAM IFD. YNWJ 
••••a•a••••C.l\..llJJ. 
ROBERTS. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY; INC. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
312 East Seneca, Ithaca, N. Y. 
parties. Whalen which essentially said 
According to Drake; Stor- StoPrer's academic freedom was 
rer, his attorney, Keshishoglou not violated. 
and Wiggins all agreed to this ACFPAC,. however, was 
procedure. Three more Com- . ~ept_ in the dark for five and a 
ICKEY' 
~USIC STOR 
2ul S. TIOGA ST, 
ITHACA. N.Y.· 
272-8262 
N o,w----gu 1 tars. 
banjoes and records 
.------------------m.::::.. . 
Tuosday thru,Saturday 5 P,m: •a I a.m. 
Dinn•rs Sef"ved 6:00-8:JO , 
. Roservations Requested- 539-7724 
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· (continued from page 1) 
meaningful voice for them. f?ome 
administrative officers-sh~ this 
assessment:···: . . ' . ' 
Staff Council· Chairman' 
Doug Waite agreed with Hend.-
erson that "The· Staff ·Council is 
not a policy-making body ••• It is a 
recommending ·body". Waite 
continued that the recommenda-
tions made by Henderson "are 
very so~nd, they iiJ:e very good." 
Henderson .. outlined &everal 
recommendations -to 11)medy the 
current situation. '.'From my 
point of view, the important 
consideration is that the. campus 
community has lost confidence in 
The problem has not 
"Blown-ov~_r'.' as . some. admini&-
tr~tive soyrces-had_ earlier indi-
cated · it might have. . Staff 
Council will' discuss the report 
summary at a· ·meeting next 
Wednesday, December 10, at 5 
p.m. in T-lOL Itisexpecte_d that 
the staff feedback from tbat 
meeting will lead to Staff Council 
pi:oposals for dealing with the 
personnel problems in the 
fut\lre. 
' ' 
R.-J. Henders~n 
-
the Pe.r,ronnel. Office, and chan- ,--------. ~- -------------
ges in personnel or approach are 
mandated to affirm the institu-
tion's commitment to solid per-
sonnel programs and the execu-
tion thereof." Henderson said in the iron M\OJI 
his report. DOWN.TOWN ITHACA 
Recommendations were also :.===========~~=~~~==~=~ 272· 5101 
made regarding the need for 
more space for the Personnel 
Office to operate effectively, and 
the importance of implementing 
the computer phase of the 
management information 
system. 
In his summary, II~nderson 
stated, "The recommendations 
presen~d above.are very gene-
ral in nature. At the root of 
current dissatisfaction is a'lack of 
trust and confidence in the 
OthaC!a 9fowE.'t ~hop 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
273-0600 
H•JNNA .JOHNS 
CWNER 
SPECIALS ON CORSAGES $5.00 
WES \'YELLS 
MGR 
personnel programs and the people administering those pro- _____________________ _, 
' ' 
\ 
\ 
,, 
·' 
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.ANNOUNCING 
I ' ; ' •' ' 
STEAK 
.r 
AROMA 
408 College Avee 
BEST STEAK 
INTOWN 
Dinners ... 
Filet Mignon, 
Sirloin Steak, 
Fried Shrimp, 
Pork Chops ... 
Breakfast· 
Served Daily 
grams and a perception that 
nonteaching personnel are not 
recognized as a contributing 
element in the mission of Ithaca 
College." 
N~ ~~M) 
...-.----:--------'L-------.1.L----------, 
', ·' 
~enPh~ased 
President Wh~len ·said that· 
Henderson's evaluation · .. confir-
med many of our,concerns. · I felt 
it important that there be' :an' 
independent evaluation pf ,the 
situation.-arid aw 'very .. pleas~d 
that we did go in ·.that direction~ 
Most important, I think, was Mr. 
Henderson's impression that the 
personnel problems on the cam-
pus are not a function · of the 
personnel office alone, but reflect 
a long-standing· campus ~ide 
misunderstanding of the pur-
poses and importance of person-
nel policies and adherence to 
them." 
The president also addres-
sed two steps that will be taken 
in connection with the recom-
mendations made. "We are in 
the process of a search for a new 
Director of Personnel Services. 
In the meantime, Mr. Arthur is 
working with our computer staff 
to implement the Personnel 
portions of out computer records 
system." 
As to the recommendation 
that "The College might consider 
hiring an outside firm to recom-
mend a job classification struc-
ture and perform job evaluations 
for all classified positions", Wha-
len commented that they plan to 
wait until later in the winter 
before the college begins ' to 
attempt ·such a pro&!am. 
299CAS1S 
COLD-Bl~ 
Dllcount Prices 
*Groceries *_ Kegs· 
Party SuJ,pli_e~ • Ice 
.uNmD c1•a• 
· 122 N. Aurora St.,·. 
Open Dally till 10 :p.m. 
Everything for Christmas 
a--t the IC'.Bookstore.eo- -,.:: 
I ' • • ' ' ' •• ": • 
Don't.know what to get 
that special person .. ..-
a gilt certificate· 
from the IC Bookstore 
lets them choose exactl 
what theJ want~ .. 
Ask us abou·t gif{ SttgJ(esti.ons: 
SarQent Pepper Livinq, Brea thinQ 
Clay Plant Pots 
with hanqinq holders 
iewelry 
Q 
All qifts 
wrapped free!!! 
hand-painted 
stationary 
lq 
:Pepi, 
QJ'e~ 
gift ceti/icates 
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'Mahoaany•. or Lady 
WEARS the Blues--ahd Reds9 
and Greens9 and· YellOWSooo · 
By Jay Bobbin 
It's always a pleasant surprise when I enjoy a 
moviP that most major critics hated. By habit, I 
rPad 01wning reviews of new· films; this fall, the 
critic-; blasterl a moviP entitled Mahogany and 
madP it sound like an unrewarding "sob story" 
·~uircd for women. I found- Mahogany to be 
-.omelhing quite different: a flashy piece of solid 
Pntcrtainment. 
Admitedly, the story will probably appeal 
more to female theatre patrons than to their male 
counterparts. Mahogany is the rags-to-riches tale 
of Tracy Chambers (portrayed by ex-Supremes 
singer Diana Ross), an aspiring chicago girl who 
servrs as secretary to a fashion queen while 
dPsigning clothes on her own. Along comes a 
jPt-sPt photographer (Anthony Perkins) who thinks 
that Tracy is gorgeous; yes, friends, his line is "You 
oughta be ir. pictures." With that incentive, and 
t.hp photographer's guidance, Tracy )Paves Chi-
cago--and the poor but honest politician· she 
lovt•s--for fame and fortune in Italy. 
That politician, one of the. most likeable 
c·hara<'lPrs I've seen on the screen all year, is 
play(•d by Billy Dee Williams. (Williams and Miss 
Ross also ~Pamed up in Lady Sings the Blue~; NOW 
·- n•-rt•ad thP headline of this revipw!) After a while, 
h(• t rul'ks off to Rome to get his lady back; finding 
that hP can't pull her out of her new-found 
popularity, he returns to Chicago. Well, 
photographer Perkins tries to make advances 
toward Miss Ross, turns out to be impotent and 
tw<'omes mon• of an obnoxious creep than he 
..;tarU·d out as. (Don't worry, though- he finally 
gPU, his.) Enter a third male into her life: rich, 
!--UaVP ('()Unt Jean-Pierre Aumont, who is willing to 
g-iv(• Miss Ross what she wants--her own fashion 
('Ompan,v--if she gives him what he wants (take a 
wild guess) ... 
All finally turns out well. Miss Ross picks the 
right guy, to spend her )if£' with, everyone is 
satisfit>d, and the theme song builds to a loud finale. 
As if you didn't figure out already, Miss Ross sings 
th(• movip's theme, which keeps repeating the line 
"Tlo you know where you're going to?" Of course, 
until the end, she really doesn't know. In case 
ypu'rt> wondering where the film's title comes from, 
P(•rkins renames Miss Ross "Mahogany". As he 
says. ht• refers to all of his models through the 
nanws of "inanimate objects." 
Thl' a<"ting is the factor that really makes 
Mahogany enjoyable; all four leading stars give 
powt•rful (if occasionally underplayed) performan-
yt•s. Miss Ross makes a fine acting transition from 
'a naiv(•, hopeful struggler to a famed woman who 
<·an ·1 quit<• handle succ£'ss. Perkins is his usual, 
lPss-tlian,stahle self, but his ploy works well in the 
1·ontt•xl of his role; this is contrasted with the 
dt•honair sophistication of Aumont. Finally. 
Williams is the perfe<"t hero; alternately loved and 
ahus(•d hy Miss Ross, he stays the same - a fact 
whi<'h she eventually comes to love him (or. 
Mahogany isn't a heavy, message-filled pic_ture of 
a pit•cc of exploitation junk. Hath('r, it's a lavishly 
filmed story of love and SU<'("ess which is expres!>ly 
madt> to entertain. And entertain, it does. In fact, 
tht•rt>'s very little that is w,>odl'n about THIS 
Mahogany. 
QUELQUES SPECIALITES 
TERRINE DE FOIE GRAS TRUFFE 
ESCARGOTS DE BOURGOGNE 
SAUCISSON A L'AIL 
w·1c·s-AM &-:.FM 
VIBES OF SOUL 
. \ 
Hey brothei:s and sisters! Randy Riley's Vibes 
of Soul has a special treat each week: A featured 
.artist. This week, the .featured artist wilL_be 
Grover Washington Jr. So join Randy each and 
every Friday from 6 to 10 pm on W-ICB-AM 61. 
THE GUE;SS WHO IN RETROSPECT 
Th~ Guess Who, a top·group on the American 
music scene, ·is · disbanding. .. This Monday, 
December 7th; at ,8 p.m., WICB-AM 61's Steve 
Seidmon will presen~ a look at the history and 
music of The Guess Who. ,Join Steve for a last look 
at the group with such hits as "American Woman" 
and "No Time" this Monday evening at 8. 
OLDIES, INCORPORATED ' 
. On Sunday, December 14, Jay Bobbin will host 
a special Oldies, Incorporated program. The show, 
broadcast from 4 to 7 pm on WI CB-AM 61, will be a 
review of the top songs of 1975. "Love Will Keep 
Us Together", "Miracles," and "Bad Blood" are just 
a few of the many songs to be heard. Join Jay for 
this special show Sunday,' December 14, at 4 pm on 
WICB-AM 61. 
WOMAN.WOMAN 
This Saturday from 5 to 6, WICB-AM 61 
prest>nts Woman, Woman. Highlighting the show 
this Saturday will be sueh sexist artists as Bob 
Dylan, James Taylor, Carly Simon and Diana Ross. 
This show will try to bring out sexual stereotyping 
in the lyric of a song, and Amy Abramson will have 
some women in the news. So join Jill Friedma)'l, 
Susan Kaye and Amy Abramson for this very 
spPcial show. 
Don~t Cut ·Hairi)! 
ff t OP-ens, Tuesday 
By Noelle J. Burke· 
In its continuation of the Bicentennial Theatre 
Sl'ason, the Ithaca College Theatre will present 
Hair beginning Tuesday night. The musical by 
,Jpront• Ragni and James Rado, with music by Galt 
Ma('dermot, is a major production from the 
DC'partment of Drama-Speech in conjunction with 
t lw Theta Alpha Phi fraternity of Ithaca College. 
Dire('tor David Czarnecki is .a senior Acting-Direct-
ing- major; Hair is his senior directing projer.t. The 
PntirP production is stud£'nt-run, with music 
directt>d by Steven Gottesman, choreography by 
Barbara Schneider, lighting designed by John 
Tissot and set designed by Craig Saeger. Mike 
Rubell is Claude. Tim Simonson is Berger and 
Rradley Bliss plays Sheila. A ten-piece band will 
provide the music, coming largely from th£' jazz 
lab. 
Director Czarnecki says Hair is "A rallying 
point for studPnts, a iot of fun." It is proving a 
challenge to qin•ct sin<'£' the ", .. actors do a lot of 
<T<'ating- tlwmsr)v('s." He ('Ontinued, "Hair is a 
funny show. a musical \Vith aspects of religion and' 
('arnival; £'very night it hC'<"Omes something 
diff('n•nt." The controvprsial nude scene will be 
pprform<'d and is dev<'ioping into the strongest 
~roup s<·(•ne of thP pla.v. Tht• large cast is eoming 
tog-eth<>r; as Ciarne<"ki sa.vs, " ... C'veryon£' gives 110 
pPrt'(•nt". HP is staging t lw musical as a current', 
rat h<·r than datl'd (1968), production. 
Th(• hox officr is now open for the show, which 
hP~ins Tuesday, Dt•c. ~I. and <'Ontinues through 
I)(•('. J:3. R£'srrvations are reeommendrd, as the , 
Drama-Spee<"h Departmpnt has been receiving 
phonP calls sinet• £'arl,v September from people 
anxious to gl't tickets for I Jw play. 
ONION SOUP GRATINEE OR VICHYSSOISE 
TOURNEDOS BEARNAISE 
DUCKLING FLAMBE 
. . 
VEAL LOIN CHOP EN PAPILLO:r'E 
RACK OF LAMB PERSILLE 
RAiNBOW TROUT AU VIN ROUGE 
,· 
.l'~~v?~~ 
1152··DANBY ROAD. 
273-3464 
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lthafliCkS 
./ ' ~ - ., ' 
By Jay Bobbin 
· Okay, folks; _as the saying goes, we're 
in the home stretch. Only two more 
weekends of Ithaflicks to go this seinster, 
and one lucky ('?) reviewer has to do a 
column' on all four pictures. 1 guess it's 
more fun than studying for finals, though, 
so away we go ... 
I know yirtually nothing about Eyes 
of Hell,.except that it's a horror flick from 
the Fifties with a visual twist. This one is 
in 3-D,, a fad that I thou.ght went out with 
others like Smellovision. -You'll get those 
crazy glasses tha~ seem to make people 
and objects leap from the screen, and the 
producers fervently hope.that this will not 
make the movie seem as cheap as jt just 
might be. If you want to get your pair of 
glasses, y~u'd _probably .·be better off 
seeing an optometrist... - · 
One of the greatest love stores ever 
written, Shakespeare's Romeo und Ju-· 
liet, also makes for one of the finest 
romantic films ever made. Director 
Franco Zefferelli makes the most of his 
classic mat.erial, using picturesque set-
tings and flawless casting. Leonard 
Whiting makes for a dashing young 
Romeo, while Olivia Hussey is a sensitive, 
lovely heroine. The musical score 
(featuring the popular "A Time for Us") is 
beautiful, and the dialogue and ovei;all 
depiction of the story is all you could ask 
for. For some weird reason of my own, I 
feel that Romeo and Juliet is the perfect 
sort of film for a cold winter's night. 
The final weekend oflthaflicks for the 
fall semester begins with another very 
fine film from a literary work, A Separate 
1 Peace, based upon John Knowles' novel. 
The tale renters around two young men 
who are students at a private school. One 
o,f them is extremely athletic, the other 
very studious. While they are frivolously 
climbing a tree one day, the athlete falls 
and is crippled as a result. His· friend, 
feelings responsible, is determined to 
excel both in sports and schoolwork for 
the two of them. Two relatively-unknown 
young actors, John' Heyl and Parker 
Stevenson, are exceptional as the two 
close companions. A Separate Peace is a 
rare, sympathetic. film that. is yery .,Iik~.ly 
to leave a lump in your -throai thanks to· 
·the perceptive direction by Larry Peerce 
(who also directed Goodbye, Columbus). 
What other quality film would_ start 
with ten minutes of primitive· apes 
"monkeying" around than 2001: A Space 
Odyssey? Stanley Kubrick's immortally-
famous tale of exploration and discovery 
among the stars is fantastic to watch; the 
special effects are nearly beyond belief. I 
have to confess that l still 'don't 'totally 
understand that ending (with that black 
monolith suddenly popping up in a 
sterile-looking bedroom), but the sights 
preceding it are enough to satisfy 
anyone's spirit of adventure. Keir Dullea 
and Gary Lockwood arc effective as the 
astronauts on a mysterious journey 
through the universe, but they are 
upstaged by the wild machinery used in 
·.the film (especially that smart-mouthed 
computer, HAL 2000). The.classical music 
blends so beautifully with the cinemato-
graphy t_hat you'll be absolutely .·captiva-
ted by. the total effect. 2001: A Space · 
Odyssey is indeed a monumental way to -
wrap up a semester. 
There you have this. semester's final 
two weekends of Ithaflicks. I, for one, 
love coming attractions, so here are a few 
of the features lined up for future weeks: 
Murder On The Orient Express, Blazing 
Saddles, and tentatively, Young Franked· 
stein and Airport 1975. 'See'? There ·are 
reasons to come back next semester! To 
close out in the traqitional way, Merry 
Christmas, HappyNew Year ... and when 
am I gonna get a free pass to all these 
movies? Even at hliday time, some 
reviewers can't v1in. See you in 
·January ... 
THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
. -<" 
Eyes·-01 Hell, Tht•rsday at 9:30 pm, Fri. at ... 
· 7 and ,9:30: 75 C!)nls. . 
. Romeo and Juliet, Sat. and Sun. at 7 and 
9:_3Q P,m; 1 dolll!r,. - · . 
~EXT WEEKEND'S GUIDE:,· 
A Separate Peace., Thursday ·(Dec: 11) at 
9:30_ pm,· Fri .. (Dec'. 12) at -7. -and 9·:30· 75 
cents. . ' 
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~ Jock Shorts! 
Dave· Alworth: WICB-FM·s 6PeoPle Person9 
V 
/ 
· u .. '1'11 r~·. ~1il"'1-.f;'11M~ ~ 10 
Possible Sex Pervert 
,.. 
<>: ~- <:;. ;;: Lqi}~e .J rt~'liiiif.ar:y· 
Ithaca College Office of either . a public place or from 
Safety and Security bas received other private premises and with 
a number of complaints by Ithaca. ·. the intent that he or she b~ , ~o 
College coeds over the past few observed." _ 
months about a man they have According to Martinet, late~ 
collectively termed, "The Mad ly the complaints that have· been 
Masturbator". received indicated that the act is 
According to one girl, a man being done under. t.he man's coat. 
walks into the library at night, "How do you in fact know what 
seeks out girls isolated from a he's doing under the· coat?" 
crowd, ~its next to her and Martinet said, telling of ·the 
masturbates while staring at problems in definitely establish-
her. This girl reports that at ing that the crime exists. · 
least four such incidents have One girl who. was a victim of 
occurred this year. "The Mad Masturbator" recalled 
Safety has been investiga- that one night she was in the 
ting the situation, but Assistant library, alone, and a man came 
Director of Safety and Security by and sat down next to her. He 
Bruce Martinet said, "At this· then began to masterbate whiJe 
time there is insufficient evi- staring at hct. · 
dence to actually constitute the The pr\)blem is that most 
.. crime of public lewdness." girls are too shaken to get a good · 
Therefore, Safety has been un- look at the man so that a positive 
able to act in any way to identification of the suspect can 
apprehend any possible suspect. not later be made. • 
. New York S_tate Penal La~ Martinet urged that if any-
defmes the crime of pubhc one is confronted with this 
lewdness as one who "i~tention- situation, they study the per-
~11~ exposes the_ private· or son's face and clothing and report 
mt1mate parts of his or her body the incident to Safety as fast as 
in a lewd manner or commits possible. 
other lewd acts, in a public place 
or in private premises under 
circumstances in which he or she 
may readily be observed from 
It seems that there is a 
pattern linking each of the 
reported incidents. They have 
\ 
Ithaca College's annual 
Christmas concert will be pre-
S!!nted at8:15 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 
14. The publ/c. is invited. ,to 
attend · the Walter rord Hall , 
.event free of charge. 
, prano, Penelope Bitzas, alto, 
Donald Sturdy, tenor, and Don-
ald Rickenback; bass, · · ' 
. Under Porterfield's. direc-
tion the Madrigal Singers will 
perform mfiljiC Of the 16th 
century: Viderites Stellam by 
Palestrina -and t~ree Spanish 
Christmas carols from Canciones 
e Villanescas. Espirituales by 
Francesco Guerrero - 0yd, oyd 
un cosa, Virgen sancta and A mi 
nino llorando. 
Bentley will direct _the Col-
lege Concert Chok· in. a variety _of 
modern Christmas selections, 
incJucJing Make We Mere As We 
Mayby Karl Kor.te, Of A Rose Is 
All My Song· ·by Leighton and 
Conrad .. Sosa's Th~e Mystical 
.enrols, . entitled .. T~~ Shephe.rds 
Sing, This Endrys Night and Let 
. Us , Gather Hand In Hand. 
Accompaniment is organ, · harp 
and guitar. 
As always, the pr~gram will 
close with .the. traditional carol 
singing by the audience. 
Thomas Dunn, famed di-. 
rector. of Boston's. venerable 
Handel and Haydn Society, will 
take part as guest com:!qctor. 
Music appropr~ate for the season 
-.yill be sung by the Ithaca Collee 
Concert Choir and .College Chor-
us, which are directed by Roland 
B. Bentley, and the Madrigal 
Singers and Women's Chorale, 
which are led by James E. 
WICB-TV Pre_senting A 
. 
Porterfield, Jr. . 
Dunn will lead the combined 
choirs and. chamber orchestra in 
Vesp~rae solennes de 'Domenica, 
K. 321. by ,W.A. Mozart. 
Appearing as soloists in the 
Vespers are Jeannie Clark, so-
. Muscular .Dystrophy Telethon 
all occurred in the library, when 
there are few students there, 
and when there are' other activi-
ties on ca~pus. . Martinet 
WICB-TV'will be presenting 
a Muscular Dystrophy Telethon 
this Saturday, Dec'!mber 6, from 
detailed that weekend nights, or 
Saturday afternoons when- there 
is a football game, is the time 
most likely to have this incident 
occur. 
"Bring a Touch of fhe Tropics 
Y. . H II • to our on:re . . . . -. 
·4 PM til midnight~ 
Starring Chuck Reyolds, the 
scheduled list of guest appearan-
ces include: 
Robert Goulet 
Jerry Lewis 
Foster Brooks 
·, Livingston Taylor 
Eric Andersen / 
Chad Everett 
Hubert Humphrey 
Sargent Shriver 
Allen Funt 
Henry Jackson 
~ ' ~! 
CALIFORNIA FLIGHTS FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PlANTS TERRARIUMS and SAND GARDENS 
"SUNFLOWER". POTTERY 
HANGING .BASKETS 
Other guests will include 
Mayor Ed Conley, Police CHief 
James Herson, Sheriff Robert 
Howard, Assemblyman GaryLee 
and..IC President Dr. -James J. 
Whalen. 
. . ' . ~ 
ATCHRISTMAS TIME 
$273.00Round Trip-. 
,For .Reservatit~ns Call.Alyson 
Bus. 277-3133 
~ .. . . J-l ome 256~0650 
A SERVICE OF BEAM TRAVEL 
_.j. 
~-~~---~ .. -.-~- -_ 
- ·--- --
.Just whf:'n you'd given up hope. 
· i,h~'iai~it, g;~~t~;~t-1~~kf~g~· 
super-fitting selection of ca8ual clothes 
by Faded Glory has arrived .. At Jast. 
~---
Gift certlflcatea available 
Dino the Greek and his staff 
will be on hand to· givEd1aircuts 
to the guys and gals on the air 
and all monies donated will be 
distributed to the Muscular 
Dystrophy' Assc)Ciation: ·. . · 
'
. . Deliveries ,In Ithaca 
• r ' , 
THE PLANJ'ArJON 
1S41111ACA COMMONS 273-7231 
CJl>en Th~rsda)1s_·and Fridays until 9 PM 
Executive Producer Gary B. 
Duglin is hoping for. a $10,000 
tote board' total· 'after the eight 
·hour effort'is·completed: · 
, 300 Stare Sr, 
·uhaca, New York 
272-8090 
r 
rr." }Jl ,. ~ 
. \ 1' ~ 
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, J ;', pick a Monet charm ... 
On the ~mm~ 
or two or three 
Don't just stop at one, the more the · 
merrier dangling on your arm in glowing 
gold or silver. Delightful gifts. too 
that will be long remembered and 
cherished · 
as a· meaningful momento. And they're all 
fashioned . 'in the grand manner . of the 
master 
jeweler. Monet'· . charms S3.50·S5 .. 50 
~ · · Bracelets S4.~0-Sl0.00 
· Free Ear Piercing this Saturday from 
11:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. with thevpurdiase 
-of a S12.00 pair-of earrings. 
, .. ~~- ... 
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Sunday, _Dec. 7, 1975 
Channel 7 
7 :00 NEWS SCENE Nick Drinker and Rich Turkel 
i:.eport local and national news, and Frank Cuce 
covers ~ports. 
7:30VICTORY AT SEAA history of the Navy's 
Tnvolvement in World War II. 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME David Picker, former 
president of United Artists and now an indepen-
dent producer, 'joins host Skip Landen. 
8:30 SANTA'S WOR&SHOP Bill Longworth and 
Helen Sedwick are featured with children from 
Henry St. James Elementary School, storyteller 
Fred Raker, and a surprise visit from Santa. 
9:00 APPEASE A CALM SEA A drama by Peder 
Anderegg. 
10:00 . NEWS SCENE A wrap-up of local and 
national news_ 
10:15 BEHIND THE SCENES Craig Saeger talks 
about lighting for this week's production of "Hair" 
with hostess Pat Higgins-
"Appease a Calm Sea", aone-hourvideo taped 
teleplay written by Peder Anderegg and produced 
ano directed by Tom Graff, will premiere on 
Sunday, December 7 over WICB cable channel 7 at 
9:00 p.m. 
The teleplay, Graffs senior directing project, 
revolves around a writer, Simon Hills, and his 
enduring love for a woman who has rejected him. 
This is the secontj time that seniors Anderegg, a 
playwriting/criticism major. and Graff, a drama-
communications major, have teams up to produce a 
t('levision show. In April of this year, Anderegg 
wrote the script for "Better Never", a five-part 
comedy series that Graff produced. _. 
According to Graff, "Appease a Calm Sea" was 
the first chance Ithaca College students have had to 
tape scenes of a dramatic production outdoors. 
- "Until now. the ~mly time we used the 
('(jUipment outdoors was for athletic events," he 
said. "Some of the play's scenes take place in the 
water and we shot those at Cayuga Lake. It was a 
good experience for us in terms of learning what 
kinds of equipment to use in that situation and how 
lo set it up.'.'. 
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.Film Oueru.iew .. ., . 
. .. \B~tter· Days Are ComihS~ooWe HOPEi 
By Jay Bobbin 
If you happen to be a film fan and were looking 
forward to a Thanksgiving vacation full of exciting 
new movies, last week turned out to be :1 re~ i 
strikeout for the most part. In my hometown, 
there are four brand new theatres (making a total 
of eight), and there was virtually nothing that I 
wanted to see. Believe it or not, one theatre was 
showing Ma and Pa Kettle on the Farm--that is not 
a joke! As depressing as it is, the · current film 
slump has to be expected in smaller cities; it always 
comes at this ume of year. / 
The movie scene will look much brighter in a 
matter of weeks, though, as major new films are 
released in time to greet the Christmas crowds. 
The lineup isn't all that overwhelming, compared to 
Noel seasons past, but at least it's fresh 
entertainment. Here's a prev'iew of some pictures 
bound to reach your area very soon: 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, the 
long-awaited screen version of Ken Kesey's novel, 
has opened in New York City to favorable reviews 
and much word-of-mouth comment. Jack Nichol-
son stars as Randle P. McMurphy, a high-spirited 
guy who is committed to an asylum; once there, he 
organizes the other patients for an uprising against 
the administration of the place. 
Dog Day Afternoon, another widely-discussed 
film already in release, centers around a bank 
robbery committed by tw<;>'amateurs. One of the 
crooks (played by Al Pacino) wants to use the loot 
to finance an operatio~ for his homosexual lover. 
This isn't a Walt Disney production, in case you 
were wondering. 
The Ithaca College chapter of Sigma Alpha 
Iota will present its annual fall recital in Walter 
Ford Hall at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 9. It is free. 
and open t.o the public. 
The program will include works __ by Bach, 
Brahms, Debussy, Faure, Zamheta, Kalomin, 
Washhurn and Nestico. 
Sigma Alpha Iota is an international profes- · : 
sional music fraternity for women. In addition to 
giving frequent recitals, the Epsilon chapter takes 
parts in music therapy projects, presents a 
monthly musicale at a local nursing home and 
participates in a· Bold Notes Project, involving 
Pnlarging mu~ic for partially sighted people. 
Lucky Lady brings us Liza Minnelli, Burt 
Reynolds and Gene Hackman as rumrunners in the 
early 1930's. The "Lucky Lady" of the title is the 
name of the boat they use to carry on their 
illegal-but-profitable activities. The trio runs into 
~rouble with· gangsters who are shadier and 
deadlier than they are, so they're on the rum--er, 
run ... 
Even without having seen it, a large 
percentage of those on the Ithaca College campus 
are aware of the film of Neil Simon's comedy, The 
Sunshine Boys. It was chosen to be this year's 
benefit·feature for the Rod Serling Professorship 
Fund, and · it · was accompanied by the most 
· thorough ad chmpaign I've ever seen (and heard). 
Walter Matthau and George Burns are the stars of 
the picture; they portray· the members of a 
vaudeville team --Who get together again, years 
after their _breakup, to do a television special. 
Richard Benjamin also appears in 'the film as the 
nephew of Matthau. 
What would the Christmas movie season be 
without a disaster film? This year, instead of a 
burning building, we get a burning zeppelin--The 
Hindenberg, to be ex;act. Of course. an all-star cast 
appears in the story which culminates in one of the 
worst disasters of the early 1900's. George C. Scott 
heads the cast as the captain of the aircraft; Anne 
Bancroft· and Gig Young also play pivotal roles. 
Don't worry, carnage lovers: next year, 
disaster-movie impresario Irwin Allen is going to 
destroy Hawaii with a volcanic eruption! As they 
say, one good disaster deserves another ... but who 
ever heard of a good disaster"! Ho, ho, ho, and 
Merry Christmas! 
A~jATAC 
GAftDE~ 
[ft~TAtrRANT] 
Chinese -American Food 
114 W. State Street 
( 
ITHACA COLLEGE BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
'. ' 
- ' . 
··,·,; 
Saturday December 6 
lttlaca Colleg~ Ben Light Gym 8:30 p.m. 
Tickets-:, $4.50 advance 05.50 day of show 
Tickets available at: Ithaca College Egbert Union, Mayer's Smoke Shop, Bach to Rock Record Emporium, 
. . 
Cornell Wi,l_ard Straight Hall, Cortland Corey Union 
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Classified, ads are free for ·the ltha£a 
College com~unity and mu,t be submitted in 
writing by 4 pm 'l'uesday preceding. Thursday. 
publication. Classified ads are $2.00 per thirty 
words per insertion for all those outside the 
College community. Due to the avaflability of 
space, free pe7sona1 cw.ssi_{i"eds will be print'ed 
on a first-submitted, first-printed basis.. 
e,AMIGOS: 
Add these words to your basic vocabulary 
now, whether or not'you're planning a trip 
to Mexico soon. 
SPANISH 
chocho 
gargarizando 
sacamuelas 
bulla 
manteca 
pantufla 
ENGLISH 
childish old man 
gargling 
quack dentist 
soft coal 
lard 
bedroom slipper 
Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe 
an informed consumer is an · 
informed consumer. 
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RockieA756 
Shoes 
Un a class by itself since 1920 
Two locations 
•130 Ithaca Commons 
•Co8'1munity Comers on 
Handsli.aw Road 
For Sale: Vega Car Parts: 4 'wheel' 
·tnm_rinplGT),air and oil ~.rs 
and Vep emblem. · Call Dave 
272-3244 after 8:00 pm. 
CRAFTSALE 
Trumansburg's Sixth An· 
nual Christmas Craftsale, Satur· 
day, December Sixth from 10 to 4 
and Sunday, December Seventh 
from 12 to 4. Dress warmly and 
follow 'the signs to tbe barn on 
Rt. 89 approximately three miles 
north of Taughannock Park. 
/ Enjoy the rustic atmosphere, 
home cookery, and unique qual-
ity crafts, all by area craftsmen. 
Four percent sales tax and 
traditional excellence. 
WANTED ROOM EXCHANGE: 
2 females to room on newly 
renovated 5th Door West Tower 
for spring semester. Call x682. 
Ask for rm. 507. 
Lost: 1 Ladies Gold, square 
faced Caravelle, Bulova watch. 
Also • brown corduroy blazer. 
Reward! If found, please call 
Ellen. x 507, 272-9567 - no 
questions asked. 
To the. Shoo-Shoo Gang: 
· Some get sen,ged and some · 
do not, but lrieodsJdp like ours 
cannot·be bought. 
Tagwar 
Apartment Available 
Lovely South Bill one bed-
room apartmeoi, fully carpeted, 
two balconies, full sized kitchen, 
walking distance, d~'WDtoWD, 
semi-furnished $150/month· ne- · 
gotiable. Available January I, 
1976. Call Gail 274-3401 or 
273-7795 after 5 pm. 
To: Anyone who cares 
I am, looking for someone 
who is kind, -sincere, honest and 
who still believes friendship is 
something that cannot be bought 
or abused. Other methods to 
find someone have failed or I 
would not have resorted to this. 
Please reply to: "Lonely", in the 
next issue. 
Dear Trish, 
Your coupons may have 
been validated, but you can 
redeem yourself with me any-
time. 
Sex Maniac 
If it looks like a duck, waddles 
like a duck and sounds like a 
duck ... it's probably a duck. 
H.C. 
To: Aatiplu, 
· Is loafDa .Y~ .hea;rt ~e 
Josina mm,e.y. • 90Dlething_ to 
laugh at because it's funil.,i? Or is 
it something you have to tose for 
lmowing someone very cl_ose iiJ 
too bard to choose? 
Dr.Denton 
To: The Chila of the Mother; 
· Thinking that I knew you 
I know now ldon't. 
What I though was love 
was misdirected affection. 
Now just a person • 
It _seems that you won't 
Ever want to know me 
Or move in that direction. 
Jerry Garcia 
P.S. Dr. Denton ·blastoff! 
Gang 
Wishing you · all a great 
Turkey. I'll be stiff, but thinking 
of you out in the land of the 
Nortic. 
Stitch 
Bo-Bi & Miracles-
CU Saturday huh? Maybe 
some Schnapps? We're there! 
- Your Entertainer 
Sue 
Happy Anniversary! 
Ride- offered· to NYC Dec. 16' · The comet is coming.· Will Andrea 
after 12:30 pm. Return J_an. 11, YOU survive?, 
pm. Call Dave 272-3244 after 
8:00 pm. Cactus-
To "M.B." - Why is it that Lick-It 
Darling Nance, 
One year of very little 
rememberance. We gonna try 
for two? How about S500.00 
annually? Tight woddy will be 
happy at least. 
Spike's Woman 
Christmas with you will 
make my life complete. 
is always out of something? 
Particularly ice cream. For all 
your advertising you should be 
open more often and with good· 
flavors. The week -before 
Thanksgiving was great · the 
first few days .. Then Lick-It ran • 
out of milk and then Whipped 
Cream. Between the two towers 
alone, Lick-It could make a min't 
of money. Too bad you're always 
out of something. Get with it. 
J.A.P. J.A.P. Love, Alan 
Who's there? 
T.: It's me. Got my-first credit 
card, from the Shell company. 
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"Oh, Louisiana" 
N. 
Dear Suzette and Mousey, 
A dissatisfied customer 
Marcie; 
"Thanks a lot for the promo· 
tion. It just proves that peace 
can follow war. Thanks again for 
the · promotion. You're a real · 
sport(sJ. 
Your new nssistant 
Betsy: 
Oh, for gasoline? 
No, for Puka necklaces! 
Arnie: 
.Your lucky to have such a 
beautiful owner •. U'you see her 
closer to New Years than I will, 
wisti- her a ·very happy· one for· 
me. Drive carefully and take 
good care of her for me. 
Thanks. 
Your sometimes chauffeur 
"If you really want to know 
the truth, we had to get really 
dressed up in the elevator." "I 
said Ma" and she said "You can 
tell me, I'm your mother." 
Merry Birthday and Happy Al· 
ways. 
This is my dassified adverti-
Love Georgine and Lt!ster 
sing project. The whole fersblug·· Hrooktondale Country Store 
giner 'campus loves_ you ••. except Christmas crafts, quilts, holiday 
maybe Dr. Ron. baked goods, wild and natural 
PIRRO·'S PIZZA 
404 W. State St. 
l~nnounclng Plrro's new 
ifamlly Party Pina. 
Big· 32 sliceo 
S• ·1· ICI 1an 
.Sheet·. Pina 
••• ,_ •••••••• ,,,,.c ..... , ••••••••••••••••••• , ......... 
FREE PiZZA. Delivery lfD 
11 a.m.'til 2 a.m. 
272-1950 
foods. Chili luncheon, The 
Run-of-the-Mill String. Band. 
Voices of Raymond Chorus. 
Friday, Dec. 5th, 7-9 pm. Sat., 
Dec. 6, 11-4 pm. At Brookton-
dale Community Center, Feder-
.. ated Church, Fireball. , 
LOST: One black kitten with 
white diamond marking on 
throat. 3 months old. Answers 
to tlie name of "Berry". Call 
273-3529, or Garden Apartment 
28-2-5. Been missing since 
Monday. 
· Dear Mom, Dad, and Dale, 
At least you can't say I don't 
write you. I · am busy but 
surviving. Well, you know I've 
been ·in these situations before, 
so don't worry. See ya soon. 
Love always, your B. 
My dearest buddy Viv, 
- I haven't beard "Oh, it's 11 
. FARM so~gf" for a w~ek 
now, (ha, ha). I miss you. How 
could I .not? Your eyes are like 
~ ~!s •.. 
· Love, your secret admirer 
. B . 
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Bo·mhers -rak~. Pia yof f s: 
A Recap : .. ::;, ·: ,,. : /t: 
: r:'="' . Hoopster·s:·Op~·n With"'Best Team In Years'9 
• •• ' ' ,., ' ' ; : I '. l : . ~ . ' ' ' 
• · 1} r , • '•1 : ' • • " ~ '• }' l I , ' ' , Win Home Opener 90-?8 By Peter J .. Talbot . ,, 
The Jthaca College Bombers 
did what they had to in order to 
get . a 'shot ·at: the ·National 
Championship, November 22 
against Fort Valley · State of . 
Georgia. The Bombers won 
41-12 in the quarter final playoff 
game here at South Hill Field. 
Offensively they were led by 
the rushing of Dave Pitzer and 
Jerry Boyes and the throwing of 
Frank Caufield. Although the 
Ithacans only took· a 7-6 lead at 
the half they ex)>loded in the 
second half. , 
During the course of the 
game the Bombers capitalized on 
several Fort Valley turnovers. 
While the offense enjoyed an 
excellent day. the defensive 
performance was not far behind. 
Before an estimated crowd of 
5,500 the Bombers breezed into 
the semi-finals. 
On November 29 the Widen-
er College Pioneer's invaded 
South Hill Field to try and prove 
that they deserved the Lambert 
Bowl. The Pioneers, who 
finished ,second in the Lambert 
Bowl balloting, came ready to 
play. In the first half Ithaca 
· scored on its second posession as 
Jerry Boy_es plowed over from 
the two yard line,. 
·In· the· second quarter Dave 
,. •;f I .\' 
Pitzer's'tWo' ·Y-:ird· run ~de' tJte Darryl ' 4nhus; -'the. B01J1b-
score 13'-0. ·Wulener·tallied,once · er's basketball coach for· thiflaaf 
before th~ 'h~ -imd the Bombers. three campaigns, feels' that this 
led 13'7 as• the teams came, out year's squad is the best he Iias 
for the seco~d ~alt . had the opportunity to coach a( 
. Dave Piper~ field goal wid- Ithaca. He explained "this'years' 
ened the margin .to 16-7, but squad has more quickness and 
except for that, 'the Pioneers had depth than last year's team." It 
stopped t~e !thaca offense cold. is ~o gre~t surprise that .Lenhus 
A Widener tou~hdow~ kept is anticipating a fine season.from 
the game close until late m the his s,quad and possibly a post-
fourth · quarter with the' score season NCAA playoff berth. 
remaining 16-14. Fou~h quarter The Bomber's are not imply-
was very sloppy as neither team ing tfiat they will have an 
was able to put together a undefeated season, because they 
substantial drive. are well aware of the fact that 
. ~fie Bombers to~k good field this year's squad will face som~ 
position after a Widener punt tough competition. Along witn 
and drove all the way for a St. Francis, who the Ithacans 
touchdown. Dave Piper's extra Jost 'to Monday, the Bombers 
point __ wit~ one. minute ten must line up against .Colgate, 
remammg m the game put the which is also a division-one 
contest out of Widener's grasp. school. Although the South Hill 
. The Ithaca College Bornbers 
displayed ·a· h.llanced. unselfish 
attack by _blasting Hobart -90-78 
in their home opener last night at 
Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Hobart, an ICAC opponent 
traded early baskets with Ithaca 
before falling behind late in the 
first half. BQmber coach Darryl 
Lehnus ·explained: "We beat 
them because we played as a 
team." 
Senior Greg Allen scored 
twenty points in the second half 
~ he 1~ the IC attack with 28 
Coach Lenhus feels that his team 
will have to get this figure up to 
arolmd 47 if the Bombers are to 
stay competitive. 
Among the returning varsi· 
ty players are junior Bruce Jones 
- last year's leading scorer (17.6). 
and rebounder (8.9). Also John 
points. Lewis Michaux played ar: 
excellent game on the board~ 
while last year's leading scorer 
Bruce Jones pumped in 17. 
Coach Lehnus feels that thi~ 
year's squad will improve wiU 
time. He sees the team's timing 
improving as the season 
progresses. 
Orr the Junior Varsity side, 
Ithaca College dropped their firs1 
game of the season losing to 
Hobart in-the preliminary game 
81-78. Freshman Herb Rich-
mond paced IC with 20 points 
and 9 rebounds. 
Kennedy (10.3), Jim Duell (7). 
and Greg Allen {9.8), along with 
transfers Lewis Michauk and Joe 
Casey round out the forwards. 
The backcourt is paced by 
(continued on page 15] As the game ended there hoopers are currently in division-was ~ very emotional scene on three, (the small college divi-
the field. In _the words of ~he sion), they will perhaps play four 
ABC network it was easy to pick division-two teams. However, 
out "the thrill of victory and the this will have to depend on how 
agony of defeat". The Widener I.C. does in two of the tourna-
quarterback was teary eyed and ments they have been invited to. 
Pioneer coach Bill Manlove emo- Fortunately there are some 
tionally stated, "Ithaca College bright spots in this season's 
. .. on toAlabama -
(continued from page one J 
has a fine ball club." . schedule. The Bombers, for the excellent rushing attacks, and 
As the Ithaca weather turns ' first time will have the chance to both pass well when needed. For 
Ithaca fans who can't afford the 
col~ the Bombers head So~th for play a home and away series with trip the game will be carried live 
their toughest and most impor- each team in the ICAC. The 
· I b over the ABC network, and what 
tant _game- m the A a ama ICAC is currently comprised of a game it should be! 
sunshme. · si~ ·small·· colleges throughout _ This will be without ques-
New York State. If the Ithacans . tion the Bombers' toughest game 
can manage to come out on top of of the season, and in order to win 
Ithaca must put together a total 
team effort. Win or lose they 
should be given much credit as 
thPy have accomplished all of 
thPir goals they set at the start of 
thP year. They went undefeated, 
thPy won the Lambert Bowl for 
th<> second straight year which 
no team has ever done before, 
and most of all they. have 
rPturned for another chance at 
tht> National Championship. 
the _other .six teams in the . 
conference they will win a b_er~h - ~~~~~~~~~>""-~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~ 
in this season's NCAA playoffs. 
, . ln the. opening_ game they 
played Monday against St. Fran-· 
cis, they lost by the· score. of 
88-76. Although they lost, Coach 
Lenhus was impressed with 
many things in the defeat. 
He said, "the squad did well 
on the boards to retrive just as 
many rebounds as St. Francis 
did, although the Bombers lined 
up against a .front: line of 6'8", 
6'7" and 6'6" players." The losers 
shot just 40% from the floor and 
~·· MISTER DONUT 
w··· Featuring 0! The Best of Coffee 
~~ in Town 
MIStar 209 SOUTH MEADOW 
Dolwdt, ?n~ the VILLAGE GREEN 
·OPEN 24 HOURS at COMMUNfTY CORNER 
[Photo by: Richard Youna] 
Bomber Split End Bill Bryant scoops in 
another spectacular catch during the Fort Valley 
game. 
We Would Like You To·Get To Know Us 
THE DUGOUT 
Wishes the I.C. BOMBERS 
: the best of luck in Alabama 
Drink s1»ecials dqrin~ the 
game on TV on.Saturday. 
Come. down early_ 
for good seats. 
215 E. Seneca St. 
Come to an. open meeting on Wednesday 
Dec.10at8PM. at the basement of 
Eastman D .. J(J and /ind out what 
Student Health Counseling is all 
about. 
We've~ot books and pamphlets 0110, birth 
control and related topics and we 
will be happy:to answer any 
quest.io.ns you mil{ht ha.ve. Brin~ 
. ' ' 
your f ri'ends, -rel-ax and have some 
refreshments with us. 
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A Tribute To Jim.B.u-ttertield ... ~·· .. 
.,,' ' l •• ••• .,.., ..... - • ... - ... • • -
By Mlll'cie Gom.llD 
Throughout this past sea-
son, much recognition has been 
givE!_n · to the Ithaca College 
Bombers not only because of 
Since 1919· 
Tlhe finest on Food 
01nd Cockt_:,iils 
••••• 
"OIi 1111 Hill 
iT'SALWAYS 
TIE-BIG RED . 
GRILL"· 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
Open Everyday 
11:00AJlo 
to l:OOA& 
CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
NEXT DOOR --PHON&-.17a-J24,\ 
their success but for.their effort. 
During interyiews with some of 
the players, comments w~re 
expressed about the team's 
coaching staff,. though unfortu-
nately not all of these feelings 
were put in print. New that the 
season is coming to its finale it is 
time to honor a man, perhaps the . 
most important figure in the 
team, the father of the football 
family, Mr. Jim Butterfield, head 
coach of the IC Bombers. 
Coach Butterfield was born 
in Florida but grew up in 
Westboro, Massachusetts. 
· Throughout his years in high 
school and colleg ehe played 
guard for the football teams. He 
graduated as a Phys. ED. 
MAJOR FROM THE University 
of Maine and did graduate work 
there in Education. Before 
attaining his masters, Coach 
Butterfield took a break from his 
education and coached in a high 
school for a few years. 
When all the studying was 
done, Coach Butterfield went 
back. to coaching at Colgate 
University for seven years. It 
. was not until 1967 that Coach 
Butterfield began to work at IC. 
And it should be mentioned in his 
past eight at IC the Bomber 
football time has consistently 
risen in winning games. 
Photos by Paul Koch 
As in most everything we do, there 
e:Xtsts competition-and Coach Butterfield 
felt that if it's done right, competition can 
be a great teaching m~dium. "The best 
competition is in sports," he said. "If 
competition :s done right I think that it 
can be improved on." 
Coach Butterfield thinks of the 
Bombers as a family. This is a concept 
presented to him when he was playing 
ball. He has extended what he has 
learned both through his own experience. 
as a player and from his many years of 
coaching. However, the team players are 
not the only men gaining knowledge of 
football, and insight on making decisions. 
"He's great", "He's taught me a lot 
about football and a lot about being a 
man", "He's the greatest", -"As'long as 
At University of Tampa, you're honest with him he'll help you in 
Coach Butterfield's younger bro- . .. .. , 
ther coaches football basketball . any way you need it , He s 
and baseball. Altho~gh the two always there to list~n". These 
of them are close, Coach Butter- are some of the opinions that the 
field expressed a desire to players ~ave expres~ed. to me 
compete against him. about this extraordmarr man 
"Football is definitely my who ~hey all love and ~dm1re. He 
favorite sport"'said Coach But- has not only been their coach-b~t 
terfield. "Although !have coach- he has shown_ t_hem a fath~r~y 
ed basketball and baseball and I concern of carmg: Perhaps it ;' 
do enjoy them, I enjoy coaching becau~e of Coach Butterfield s 
hem. But football is the sport I affection that the !earn h~s had 
had set my sights on Jong ago." such great success m all his year 
here. But whether or'·not the 
team wins, the respect for Coach 
Jim Butterfield remains as solid 
as gold. ., 
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Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already ~n to a good thing. You leave when you 
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. 
You'll save money, 'too. over the increased air 
fares. Share the ride·with us on wePkends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
GREYH.OUND SERVICE 
TO 
N.Y.C. 
ONE· ROUND· YOU CAN YOU 
WAY TRIP LEAVE ARRIVE 
17.45 33.20 5 times daily· 5 hour trip 
PIIILA nELPHIA 16.30 31.00 4 times daily 6 hour trip 
RUFF ALO - 6.05 11.50 5 times daily 4 hour trip 
ROCHESTER 3.80 7 .25 6 times daily 2 hour trip 
Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips. 
-GREYHOUND BUS TER·MINAL 
710 W. State ,?72-7930 
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[continued from pa'!Je '13) ·. Also; aiter. t°htdootbalrseas~n.is · .. - On November 22.-~he Ithaca 
·offic~ally.over;'t.h,ftea~·expe~s . ~oll~ge ~wling Clu~ _heat Cor-
returning·performers· _Dave Fir- Da~ Pitzer and Mike Melincki to nell m a tight and exc1tmg match. 
· ish and Jim Nolan along with join the squad. ,Both -played an Both teams put in meritous, 
Jack McDaniel, Gavin Widom important part ·in last season's performance~, as the_ last game 
and Dave Bom·.who played J.V. basketball campaign. Pitzer was. was not decided until the final 
ball last season. a guard for last year's varsity ball. . 
Keith Garland and freshman while Melnicki was· one of the The high man for the match 
Dan Wood, who started against better forwards on last year's 'Yas Cornell's Mark Sustarzc who 
St. Francis round out the squad. J. V. squad. bowled a 558 series. The high 
------~------.....;;... ________ games for Ithaca were made by 
To the Editor: 
We'd like to extend a special 
thanks to the following people for 
their help in putting together the 
Pep Rally for the football team. 
President Whalen 
Lou Withiam & Safety Division 
Chuck Kerr - IC Athletic 
Director 
Coach Butterfield 
SASP Members 
Barb Bourne 
Rick Mottley 
Rick Miner 
Jim N'oyd 
The Brother of Delta Kappa 
The Ithaca H.S. Marching Band 
The Cheerleaders 
S.A.B. 
The Office of Campus Activities 
Physical Plant 
The J.C. football team for 
producing such a great season & 
and to the people who l>;lowed up 
to voice their support 
Without the help of these 
people the Rally would have 
never been possible. 
Thank you very much. 
senior Bob Don who bowled a 
551, and junior Rick Mottley at 
550. 
I.C.'s first team lost three of 
the possible four points in their 
half of the match. The bowling 
was very close with Cornell's 
kegglers barely edging out the 
LC. team in the final game. 
Ithaca's second team swept 
their half of the match, taking all 
four points. The match was 
higJtlighted with the· performan-
ces of the high bowlers of the 
match. The match finished with 
the Ithaca· team soudly 'beating 
Cornell. 
The totals for the match 
were Ithaca 5 and Cornell 3. 
Club president Bob Don said he 
was impressed with both teams, 
and is looking for:ward to a 
re-match. 
· On Saturday, December 
6th, the first team is travelling to 
Rochester for an invitational 
match. The second team will be 
hosting Elmira in an early 
afternoon match on the same 
day. The team is hoping for 
support this Saturday. '.fhe 
match will begin at 12:00 noon in 
the bowling lanes at the Hill P.E. 
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ARNOLD PRINTING 
' 
CORPORATION 
FORALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRES_S & OFFSET 
( 607) 272-7800 4 l 6t:East S~!f St 
, thaca . . 
.,. 
Who volunteered their services 
Chris Fagan 
Mark Strube 
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We need volunteers just 
as George Washington 
needed them back in 1776. 
Volunteers who expect 
noth.ing but the satisfaction 
of serving a great cause. 
Men and women with 
spirit and compassion ... to 
fig~t a foe that has kiUed 
more Americans than all the 
wars in our history. 
We need you ... to help us 
in the fight against cancer. 
When you give your time 
and your effort to your local 
ACS Unit, you are making an· 
investment that pays divi-
dends in the saving of lives. _ 
Your nearest Unit is anx-
ious to hear from you. vor-
unteer today. I 
' AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY* 
TRULYAHARBINGER ULTRAHI 
PERFORMANCE 
Glide Ratio to 1 2: 1 
Controlled Surfaces 
Double Surface Foldable 
Plans $20 
THELATESTSTATEOFTHE 
ART IN HANG GLIDER 
DESIGN 
Kits Available. 
Design by 
R. Trampenau 
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Box 223 Corning, N.Y. Phone 1-607-962-8998/ ,, 
Box 243, Navaio~ New M~xico 
Tf1E SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME 
SUPER SKI PACKAGE 
Learn to ski Improve your skills 
Program in Includes ~" Nights o/ Skiing with. 
Li/ts -Lessons· Rentals - Transportation 
ln/orm0ition and Re,!istration - Union Lobby 
Monday Thru Friday 11-3 December8-12 
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iU GERMAN REGIONALS ON SALE 1J oz. 1972 Krover Hacitarscb (terr.en) Carta Real SPANISH SHERRIES 
NEW ARRIVALS OF 
·GERMAN ESTATE WINES 
These a;e delightful semi-dry Rhine and Moselle. 
wines from Germany's grealesr vineyards. Perfipcl 
for yqur Thanksg1v1ng ll1oner of tujkey or any fowl. 
Serve chilled lo bring out 111e1r great charac1erasl1cs. g., 
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·13 oz. 1973 R:nlesheimer Rosengarten (Leir.an) 
23 oz. Lenin Maywme 
ZI oz. 1974 Meister-Wein 
33 oz. 1973 Schnen!er Liebfraumilch 
Thue on rt'prtHnl grear walue, and ,,.,dsasr a cast and Shi 
10% 
. 1973 
S,hneider 
tLIEBFRAUMllCH 
A Creal Value! 
roow 99c Only 23 01. 
limil b bollles per customer 
ot thii. low, low price. 
Hurry in, the 1,upply is limited! 
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YOUR CHOICE: 
• PvleDry 
o Ciolden 
o Cream 
o Amontillado 
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: OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY 
SELECTION 
---1913---
lONGUICHER PROBSTBERG KABIIIETT 
A ttelightful wine from the Moselle Valley 
Only 249 
. 23 01. 
Special case price 2 6 89 ( 12 bottles) 
FRENCH WINES ON SALE 
Thai. is 1usl a small sample ol lhe exlraordinarv selection of French v.,nes we have. 
Slop ,n and browse in our famous world C?I wines and select your holiday wines. 
Whether your choice is red, while or rose lht following wines represent excepl1onal 
. values. 
~ UllJJf ORNIA MOUNT AHi 24 01. 1973 Gold Cup Pi not Chardonnay 1 _79 
23 oz. ·1972 Trittenheimer Apotheke 
73 oz. 1973 Wehlener Sonneoohr Mabiner 
23 oz. 1972 Uriiier Wurzgarten 
23 oz. 1972 Johannesberger Vogelsang 
2'J oz. 1972 Hattenheimer Schutzenhaus 
23 oz. 1972 Radesteimer Klosterlay Riesling 
.23 -GI. 1972 Sl2inberger Riesling . 
73 oz. 1973 Nierst!iner Auflangen Spattese 
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· IMPORTED FROM ITALY 
MONTALBANO-
CIIANTI 
Now. 
···Only. 99~ 24oz. 
11.88 per case 
IMPORTED FROM ITALY 
RUFFO SOAVE, 
VALPOUCELLA 
ORBARDOUNO 
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